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The attached was returned in the
President's outbox and is forwarded
to you for your information and
appropriate action.
Rick Hutcheson
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THE CHAIRMAN OF THE
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS
WASHINGTON

May 27, 1977

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

Charles L. Schultze, Chairman
Council of Economic Advisers

c,L..-S

Stu Eizenstat, Assistant to the

~

~;;;:;:;;e~:;~;;;;;~i:n:f~:~::tand~~--SUBJECT:

Reform of OSHA

The regulatory reform working group, the reorganization
task force, and OMB in its initial work on zero-based
budgeting have all identified OSHA as an agency where major
changes might be in order. Specifically, there is a need
to go farther than the steps announced in the May 19 news
conference of Secretary Marshall and Assistant Secretary
Bingham. Among other issues serious consideration should
be given to totally eliminating most safety regulations
and replacing them with some form of economic incentives
(for example, an improved workman's compensation program,
or economic penalties tied to the injury rate), thereby
redirecting OSHA resources to regulating health problems
and coverage of emergencies.
These are very controversial
issues on which various groups have already taken positions.
Some business groups would like simple abolition; organized
labor wants more detailed safety standards backed up by an
enlarged crew of inspectors. OSHA reform is more than an
internal matter for the Department of Labor for the following
reasons:
Reform of OSHA is part of your overall regulatory
reform effort, offers a chance to explore the use
of economic incentives, and will be a first cut
at issues which will recur in reviewing other social
regulatory agencies (EPA, NHTSA, etc.) and hence
regulatory reform staffs should be involved;
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Social regulations have pervasive impact on
the economy, and those concerned with economic
policy and your anti-inflation program should
be involved;
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OSHA affects many constituencies--not just
labor but also business groups, public
interest groups, and the like--and these
groups should perceive that the composition
of the reform effort reflects their concerns.

Therefore, we recommend that in your budget preview
meeting with Secretary Marshall on June 6 you suggest
a study of OSHA reform be conducted by an interagency
group chaired jointly by Secretary Marshall and Director
Lance , with participation by their agencies, the Department of Commerce , CEA, and the Domestic Council , to report
back with recommendations no later than March 1978. The
OMB issue paper on OSHA is attached .
Because the prior administration was perceived as
hostile to the goals of health and safety regulation,
organized labor has tended to be suspicious of proposals
to ''reform" OSHA.
Hence, creation of an interagency task
force on this issue could trigger some labor concern.
However, OSHA is, as you know, the leading national
symbol of overregulation; not to act decisively would
be perceived outside the labor movement as a retreat
from your commitment to major regulatory reform .
To
minimize labor concerns, you should make clear to
Secretary Marshall and to the public that the aim of
regulatory reform at OSHA will be to get more effective
health and safety protection, at less cost to the government and the private sector.
Attachment

1979 BUDGET
SPRING PRESIDENTIAL REVIEW
Department of Labor
Issue #3: Occupational Safety and Health
Statement of Issue
Should the Labor Department be asked to work with an interagency group to study
alternative ways to prevent workplace injur~es, illnesses, and deaths?
Background
The OSH Act requires, and most of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) budget is used for setting and enforcing standards that specify in detail what
is safe. Most enforcement is conducted through on-site inspections of workplaces.
Recently announced plans to shift enforcement priorities, review and revise safety
standards, and issue more health standards do not change this major emphasis. Many
students of occupational safety and health believe it is not possible to have
engineering or process oriented Federal safety standards that are current and detailed
enough, and enough inspectors who are sufficiently knowledgeable, to significantly
affect injury rates. They also fear that such detailed standards will inhibit
technological improvements.
They believe that other approaches could better improve
health and safety at less total cost to the economy. Among the possibilities suggested
are:
(a)

encouraging more employer self-regulation;

(b)

emphasis on information, consultation, and training rather than coersion;

(c)

greater reliance on intermediate performance standards defining the risk-free
situation (e.g., ten parts per million of a toxic chemical in the air of a
workplace) rather than detailed engineering standards which specify how the
risk is to be removed (e.g., specifying a particular process or device that
assures that workers will not be exposed to more than ten parts per million of
a toxic chemical in the air of a workplace);
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(d)

encouraging more State activity as an alternative to Federal enforcement; and

(e)

eliminating the need for OSHA to set any safety standards by imposing civil
penalties on employers for worker injuries, and leaving the details of how to
produce safety to employers and workers.
(This is not feasible for health
problems.)

A study of these and other possibilities could help design the optimum system for
assuring the health and safety of the worker.
Such a study should be completed by
March 31, 1978, in order to provide data for next years' spring review.
Alternatives
#1.

Labor Department study.

#2.

Interagency study.
(a)

Co-chaired by Secretary Marshall and Director Lance with participation of
Commerce, CEA, and the Domestic Policy staff.

(b)

Co-chaired by Secretaries Marshall and Kreps, with CEA, OMB and the Domestic
Policy staff participating.

(c)

Co-chaired by Secretary Marshall and the Vice President, with CEA, OMB,
Domestic Policy staff and the Commerce Department participating.

Analysis
The issue is how to get full consideration and good analysis of all alternatives. The
possible different approaches are very controversial. Organized labor is convinced that
detailed standards and inspections are the only way to assure workplace health and
safety, and that States have shown they cannot do the job. Many business interests wish
no government involvement whatever. An interagency study of alternative approaches would
help assure that the views of all interests (labor, business, general public) are
available for consideration.
In addition, the experience of such a joint study (rather
than a single-agency study) could be more easily transferred to studies of other

16

regulatory programs. Secretary Marshall, having responsibility for the present law,
must co-chair the study. Who should co-chair with him is a close choice between
Director Lance, in order to assure transferability of experience to other regulatory
studies, and Secretary Kreps, in order to assure obtaining all relevant viewpoints.
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Stu Eizenstat -

The attached was returned in
the President's outbox. It is
forwarded to you for appropriate
handling.

Rick Hutcheson
Re: Coal Slurry Pipeline:
Certification Jurisdiction

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Mr. President:
Jack Watson concurs with
the attached recommendations
from Stu.

Rick
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 1, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

FROM

STU

SUBJECT:

EIZENSTAT~

Coal Slurry Pipeline:
Certification Jurisdiction

Background
In response to previous memos on coal slurry pipeline you
indicated support for enabling legislation under which the
Department of Energy determines need, the Department of
Interior assures water · availability, and a review is conducted of each pipeline project to determine environmental
and transportation impacts.
In order to present an Administration position to Congress,
your guidance is requested on the issue of jurisdiction
over coal slurry certification. This involves a resolution
of these questions:
•

Which agency will issue certificates and regulate
operations of interstate coal pipelines?

•

Will the other two agencies not issuing certificates
have veto power over pipeline construction?

Discussion
Three Departments have a legitimate role to play in the
certification process -- Transportation (DOT) , Energy (DOE) ,
and Interior (DOI). All agree on the nature of their
respective roles, i.e., Interior to determine water, land
use and environmental questions, Transportation to evaluate
transportation impacts, Energy to determine energy needs.
Disagreement exists concerning which agency should be the
lead authority in the process, and whether the others should
be able to block pipeline construction.
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DOI believes it is best suited to coordinate the certification
and regulatory responsibilities which it defines as those of
natural resources and public land management, land use planning, environmental monitoring, standard setting and enforcement. Present coal slurry bills call for DOI certification
and ICC regulations. DOI recognizes that certification responsibilities also can be done by DOT, and would not object to
that, stating, "What is most important is that the distribution of federal responsibilities be fully recognized and that
each of the major responsible Departments have a procedural
check on certification." DOI feels that in any event, rightof-way determination across public lands, water availability,
and other resource determinations should involve affirmative
findings by DOI rather than simply consultation.
(DOI views,
Tab A.)
.
DOT argues that once the basic need for a flow of coal from one
place to another has been established, the decision as to
which mode of transportation should be used is fundamentally
one of transportation economics. They state:
"The fundamental
question is going to be whether a slurry pipeline or some
other mode represents the best societal choice as a long-run
transportation investment decision." Coal transportation
impacts and options distinguish coal slurry decisions from oil
or gas pipelines, in that a slurry decision involves determining whether it should be built (an intermodal analysis) whereas
an oil and gas pipeline decision is basically a route selection
(intramodal analysis). DOT's position is that although it
should be the lead agency, certification should be contingent
upon affirmative findings by DOE and DOI that the pipeline is
consistent with national energy and natural resource policies.
DOT feels strongly that even if it does not receive the
authority to issue the certificate, an adverse finding
against a particular pipeline proposal on transportation
grounds should be binding.
(DOT views, Tab B.)
DOE proposes that it be the lead agency with only advisory
roles for the other two agencies.
They state:
"The White House Energy Office believes that the
logic that led to the Administration's energy
reorganization legislation that would shift the
regulatory authority over oil and natural gas
pipelines to the DOE is equally valid in the case
of coal pipelines. The argument states that the
decision to grant the right of eminent domain must
take into account simultaneously: overall energy
needs; environmental impacts; and, the effect on
competing modes of transportation; -- but that the
decision-making authority over a single fuel

-3product pipeline should be in the Secretary of
Energy.
The Energy Office recommends that the
DOE should have to seek the advice of DOI and
DOT.
"The Energy Office argues that it is very unlikely
that a project would go ahead if the DOI or the
DOT advised that the project would result in
serious adverse impacts on area water supplies
or transportation systems. There would, of course,
be the usual opportunity to bring the matter to
your attention by either of the advising Departments in the case of a disagreement.
The Energy
Office believes that to split the formal decisionmaking responsibility among two or more departments
would introduce delays that are not necessary to
assure that the competing interests are fully considered."
Note that despite a provision in our DOE bill that slurries
should be moved to DOE along with other ICC energy pipeline
functions, Congress has expressly removed coal slurry pipelines from DOE's jurisdiction in the bill.
A basic consideration is how easy or difficult it should be
for a slurry proposal to gain approval.
In addition to the
arguments each agency can make for its jurisdiction, the
question is how to structure the institutional decisionmaking to allow fair weighing of competing interests.
Institutionally, DOE can be expected to be more likely to support
coal slurry construction, while DOI and DOT can be expected
to have less favorable institutional biases.
OMB recommends that DOE be the lead agency.
Under their proposal, consultation with the other agencies would be required,
but DOE would have discretion to reject dissenting views if
it felt a coal pipeline would be in the overriding national
interest. OMB feels that if this option is selected, DOE
should be required to follow quasi-judicial procedures which
would provide an evidentiary basis for the granting of a
license.
DOI and DOT findings would be a part of the factual
evidence, and the courts, not the President, would settle
disputes among interests.
(OMB memo - Tab C)
Recommendation
I recommend that DOE be the lead agency, but that DOT and DOI
should have veto power.
The "threshold" determination --

Electrostatic Copy ·~· ·e
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-4whether coal is needed at a certain place-- is DOE's. DOE
would set a slurry proposal in motion; DOT would determine
whether slurry is the best means of transportation, and DOI
would determine if water and a right-of-way can be provided
consistent with natural resource policies.
If either DOT or
DOI judged the slurry inadvisable, DOE would have the option
to appeal to the President on the basis of overriding national
interest. When a slurry is approved, the certificate would
be issued and the pipeline would be regulated by DOE.
I feel
this is preferable to the other options.
•

DOE can be expected to be the advocate of slurry
proposals, so it should not have the sole authority to approve them.
DOE may not have the
expertise to fairly judge the transportation and
water/right-of-way determinations of DOT and DOI.

•

There will be very few slurry proposals. While I
generally feel as many decisions as possible
should be kept at the agency level and away from
your desk, I think this is a case where the
three agencies each have substantial, discrete
interests and where your intervention (if DOE
seeks it) is appropriate.
I would doubt that more
than one proposal would arise each year.

•

Each slurry decision will be inherently political,
with intense interests on both sides.
Since any
determination will be viewed as an Administration
decision anyway, I think it is appropriate for the
President to be the final arbiter when the
agencies disagree.

Decisions
1.

Which agency should have the certification and regulatory
responsibility for coal slurry pipelines?
DOI

2.

DOE

Should the other two agencies have advisory or concurrence (veto) roles in the certification process?
Advisory only

3.

DOT

Veto power

If you feel that the other two agencies should have veto
power, should the lead agency have the authority to
appeal to the President to override adverse findings?
Yes

No
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

MAY 3 1 1977

Memorandum
To:

Stu Eizenstat, Assistant to the President for
Domestic Affairs and Policy

From:

Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior

Subject:

Federal Responsibilities, Certification of Coal Slurry
Pipeline

Attached is our analysis of the various Federal responsibilities
that must be met when the Federal Government certifies and regulates
interstate coal slurry pipelines.
As you will note, most of the responsibil · ·
atural
resources and publ1c anas man~ ernen , land use planning, environmental mon1tor1ng, standard se t1ng, and enforcement. For that
reason, we believe the coord1natjan of fbQ r9,po~sjbj1ities wi]1
best be accomplished if Federal certification of coal slurry
pipelines is done by the Department of the Interior.

Attachment
cc:

Secretary Adams, DOT
Dr. Schlesinger
Director Lance, OMB
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Federal Responsibilities:

Certification of Coal Slurry Pipelines

Submitted by Department of Interior
I.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Determine that national or regional energy needs would be best
served by:

II.

1.

the use of coal to produce energy for consumption in a particular
demand center;

2.

supply of the required coal from a particular production center.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Determine that national or regional transportation needs would be
best served by:

III.

1.

transportation of the required coal via existing rail, barge, or
pipeline systems;

2.

expansion or improvement of coal-carrying capacity of existing
systems, or development of new capacity for coal transportation;

3.

if pipeline or other new transportation mode is required, assure
parity of rates to avoid unfair competition between modes, assure
balance in inter-model capacity to prevent deterioration of overall
transportation services.

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
Balance the multiple resource and land use impacts of pipeline development:
1. determine adequacy of water supply; manage the federal interest in
water development, storage, distribution, allocation, conservation;
2. manage the public lands through determination of suitability of proposed
rights-of-way across public lands, determine impacts on wildlife,
intersected streams, access for recreation and other uses of public lands;
3.

develop and enforce standards to protect the public lands, water,
wildlife against damage from construction activities, and from leaks,
blockages, and other operational failures;

4.

coordinate with land use planning efforts of State and local governments
to determine and minimize impacts on other private and public lands;

5.

assure project compliance with federal air and water quality standards,
NEPA, Endangered Species Act, Historic Preservation Act, Federal Land
Management and Planning Act.

-2-

OTHER FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY, AUTHORITY
1. make determination that project cannot be accomplished through
application of existing State certification and regulatory authority,
exercise federal authority by issuing federal certificate of convenience;
2.

exercise authority to order,
federally-regulated carriers
lands owned by the carriers,
from blocking development of
of convenience;

directly or through the ICC, other
to grant easements for right-of-way across
in order to prevent competitive carriers
pipelines issued federal certificates

3.

assure compliance with Anti-Trust, Fair Employment Practices.

.
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PRIORITY
THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.
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MY 2 4 1917
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
SUBJECT:

Coal Slurry Pipelines

The question has been raised as to which agency of government
should take the lead in the development of Federal policy towards
coal slurry pipelines and, in particular, which Executive Branch
official should decide whether a certificate of public convenience
and necessity should be granted to a carrier of coal by pipeline
in order to facilitate the construction of such a pipeline.
Clearly, there are several important considerations that will bear
on the relative desirability, from a public interest point of view,
of using coal slurry pipelines instead of some other modes of transportation. They include environmental and land use impacts, water
resource conservation, the relative economic efficiency of alternative modes of transportation, the economic impact on the ultimate
users of the energy derived from the coal, interregional energy
transportation requirements, the impact on the financial viability
of other modes, safety, etc.
However, once the basic need for a flow of coal from one region
to another has been established, the decision as to whether a coal
slurry pipeline or some other mode of transportation should be
used is, in fact, largely one of transportation economics. As such
matters clearly fall within the purview of the Department of Transportation, the responsibility for developing basic policy and for
issuing certificates of public convenience and necessity where
found to be in the overall public interest should rest with DOT,
with appropriate input, of course, from the other interested agencies.
While transportation economics emerges as the primary concern,
it is clearly not the only one. The DOT's granting of a certificate
should be made contingent upon an initial affirmative finding by the
Department of Energy that the movement of coal between the affected
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regions would be consistent with national energy policy. Once this
initial finding had been made, the Department of Transportation
should determine the best method of transporting the coal from
the point of origin to the point of use (i.e., rail, barge, special
coal roads, coal slurry pipelines). Assuming that the Department
of Transportation decides that coal slurry is the best method of
transporting coal, then the Department of Interior should be
required to make an affirmative finding that the extraction of water
on the site of the slurry preparation plan would not deplete the
available water supply to the point of creating undue disruptions in
the local environment or economy. The DOl should also be required
to certify that, to the extent coal slurry pipelines traversed Federal
public lands, the construction and operation of the pipelines would be
consistent with policies regarding the use of those lands.
Once affirmative findings in these areas had been made, the DOT
would follow through on the remainder of the certification process,
calling on other Federal agencies to comment on aspects of an
application within their fields of expertise. EPA and CEQ from
the environmental viewpoint, and DOJ and the FTC from the antitrust viewpoint, would be involved at this point. Public hearings
would be held in the potentially affected states. A statutory timetable
setting deadlines for the initial findings of the DOE and DOl, hearings,
and comments from other concerned agencies, and a final decision by
the Secretary of DOT would be essential in order to process application expeditiously and to ensure that the decision -making process was
not unduly delayed.
DOE argues that with the regulation of oil and natural gas pipelines
being shifted to it, coal slurry pipeline regulation/licensing should
be vested in the same authority. However, the rationale for this
shift is that the effective management of our oil and natural gas
resources by DOE requires that it be able to influence their allocation through price regulation. This is clearly not the case with
respect to coal. Moreover, relative transportation economics is
not a matter of significant concern with respect to petroleum and
natural gas transportation, while it is the dominant question in the
case of coal. Railroads, for example, are but a minor factor in
oil and gas transportation (and are likely to remain so), but they
depend greatly on coal movements for their traffic base. The past
history of Federal subsidies to competing modes of transportation
which simply served to support, at great public cost, redundant
transportation capacity argues strongly that primary attention be
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given to this aspect of any coal slurry pipeline decision. Some $130
billion has been spent by the Federal Government on transportation
programs over the course of the past two centuries; over 90 percent
of these amounts have been expended since the end of World War II.
DOT was given analogous authority under the Deepwater Ports Act
and has a proven track record in successfully handling this kind of
difficult administrative charge under tight deadlines.
Considering the significant transportation impacts that the construction of coal slurry pipelines re likely to have, the DOT
should play the lead role i
eir cert· · ation.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON , D .C .

20503
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May 31, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR:

STU EIZENSTAn~~

FROM:

ELIOT CUTLEif.J.JA/

SUBJECT:

COAL SLURRY PIPELINES JURISDICTION

I believe we agree that the Department of Energy should be
given the primary responsibility for considering applications for the development of coal slurry pipelines and for
issuing or denying certificates of public convenience and
necessity. -We also agree that the Department of Transportation should determine the potential economic impact of a
pipeline on other forms of transportation, and that the
Department of Interior should determine the impact of a
pipeline on natural resources.
The issue is how much weight the Secretary of Energy must
give to the determinations of the other departments.
Is
he to be bound by their determinations? Because a balancing
_analysis will be required--where the importance of moving
coal from one area to another must be balanced against the
possible adverse transportation and natural resources impacts,
I believe the Secretary of Ener
shoul
eld to the factual
t e other de

I think a procedure which would give the findings made by
Transportation and Interior the weight they deserve can be
developed and would be preferable to the politically troublesome alternative of formal reference to the President.
This procedure would require that the Secretary of Energy issue
a certificate of public convenience and necessity to an applithat the need for the pipeline clearly
im a
n
the Secretary of Transportation) and on
(as determined by the Secretary of Interior) .
would be at issue, the Secretary of Energy

2
would be required to fgllew quasi judicial procedures, and
his decision would have to be based on substantial evidence
in the record. The record, of course, would include the
factual findings made by Transportation and Interior.
The President would reta'
ence over the
ecretary's decisipn, since the responsibility would rest
with a member of his cabinet. An appeal of the Secretary's
however, would be ad
Wlll

no-win political situation.

This approach would be OMB's preferred alternative.

I

I
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 4, 1977
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Stu Eizenstat -

The attached was returned in
the President's outbox. It is
forwarded to you for appropriate
handling.

Rick Hutcheson
Re: Coal Slurry Pipeline:
Certification Jurisdiction
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 1, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

FROM

STU

SUBJECT :

EIZENSTAT~

Coal Slur ry Pipe li ne :
Ce rtification Jurisdiction

Background
In response to previous memos on coal slurry pipeline you
indicated support for enabling legislation under which the
Department of Energy determines need, the Department of
Interior assures water availability, and a review is conducted of each pipeline project to determine environmental
and transportation impacts.
In order to present an Administration position to Congress,
your guidance is requested on the issue of jurisdiction
over coal slurry certification. This involves a resolution
- of these questions:
o

Which agency will issue certificates and regulate
operations of interstate coal pipelines?

o

Will the other two agencies not issuing certificates
have veto power over pipeline construction?

Discussion
Three Departments have a legitimate role to play in the
certification process-- Transportation (DOT), Energy (DOE),
and Interior (DOI). All agree on the nature of their
respective roles, i.e., Interior to determine water, land
use and environmental questions, Transportation to evaluate
transportation impacts, Energy to determine energy needs.
Disagreement exists concerning which agency should be the
lead authority in the process, and whether the others should
be able to block pipeline construction.

.'

/
-2DOI believes it is best suite d to coordinate the certification
and regulatory responsibilities which it define s as those of
natural resources and public land management, land use planning, environmental monitoring, standard s e tting and enforcement. Present coal slurry bills call fo r DOI certification
and ICC regulations.
DOI recognizes that certification responsibilities also can be done by DOT, and would not object to
tha·t, stating, "What is most important is that the distribution of federal responsibilities be fully r e cognized and that
each of the major responsible De partments have a procedural
check on certification." DOI fe e ls that in any event, rightof-way determination across public lands , water avai l a b ility ,
and other resource determinations should involve affirma t i ve
findings by DOI r a ther than simply consultation.
(DOI views,
Tab A.)
.
· DOT argues that once the basic need for a flow of coal from one
place to anoth e r has been established, the decision as to
which mode of tr a nsportation should be used is fundamentally
one of transportation economics. They state:
"The fundamental
question is going to be whether a slurry pipeline or some
other mode represents the best societal choice as a long-run
transportation investment d e cision." Coal transportation
impacts and options distinguish coal slurry decisions from oil
or gas pipelines, in that a slurry decision involves determining whether it should be built (an intermodal analysis) whereas
an oil and gas pipeline d e cision is basically a route selection
, (intramodal analy sis). DOT's position is that although it
should be the lead agency, c e rtification should be contingent
upon affirmative findings by DOE and DOI that the pipeline is
consistent ~ith national energy and natural resource policies.
DOT feels strongly that even if it does not receive the
authority to issue the certificate, an adverse finding
against a particular pipeline proposal on transportation
grounds should be binding.
(DOT views, Tab B.)
DOE proposes that it be the lead agency with only advisory
roles for the other two agencies. They state:
"'The White House Energy Of fice believe s that the
logic that led to the Administration's energy
reorganizatio n legislation that would shift the
regulatory authority over oil and natural gas
pipelines to the DOE is equally valid in the case
of coal pipelines. The argument states that the
decision to grant the right of eminent domain must
take into account simultaneously: overall energy
needs; environmental impacts; and, the effect on
competing modes of transportation; -- but that the
decision-making authority over a single fuel

/
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product pipeline should be in the Secretary of
Energy.
The Energy Office recommends that the
DOE should have to seek the advice of DOI and
DOT.
"The Energy Office argues that it is very unlikely
that a project would go ahead if the DOI or the
DOT advised that the project would result in
serious adverse impacts on area water supplies
or transportation systems. There would, of course,
be the usual opportunity to bring the matter to
your attention by either ofthe advising Departme nt s in the ca se of a disagreement.
The Energy
Of fice b e li e v e s that to split the formal de c i sionmaking responsibility among two or more departments
would introduce delays that are not necessary to
assure that the competing interests are fully considered."
Note that despite a provision in our DOE bill that slurries
should be moved to DOE along with other ICC energy pipeline
functions, Congress has expressly removed coal slurry pipelines from DOE's jurisdiction in the bill.
A basic consideration is how easy or difficult it should be
for a slurry proposal to gain approval.
In addition to the
arguments each agency can make for its jurisdiction, the
question is how to structure the institutional decision, making to allow fair weighing of competing interests.
Institutionally, DOE can be expected to be more likely to support
coal slurry construction, while DOI and DOT can be expected
to have less favorable institutional biases.
OMB recornmends that DOE be the lead agency. Under their proposal, consultation with the other agencies would be required,
but DOE would have discretion to reject dissenting views if
it felt a coal pipeline would be in the overriding national
interest. OMB feels that if this option is selected, DOE
should be required to follow quasi-judicial procedures which
would provide an evidentiary basis for the granting of a
license.
DOI and DOT findings would be a part of the factual
evidence, and the courts, not the President, would settle
disputes among interests.
(OMB memo - Tab C)
Recommendation
I recommend that DOE be the lead agency, but that DOT and DOI
should have veto power.
The "threshold" determination --

I
-4whether coal is needed at a certain place -- is DOE's.
DOE
would set a slurry proposal in motion; DOT would determine
whether slurry is the best means of transportation, and DOI
would determine if water and a right-of-way can be provided
consistent with natural resource policies.
If either DOT or
DOI judged the slurry inadvisable, DOE would have the option
to appeal to the President on the basis of overriding national
interest. When a slurry is approved, the certificate would
be issued and the pipeline would be regulated by DOE.
I feel
this is preferable to the other options.
o

DOE can be expected to be the advocate of slurry
proposals, so it shou ld not have the sole author it:y to approve th e m.
DOE may n o -t h ave t h e
expertise to fairly judge the transportation and
water/right-of-way determinations of DOT and DOI.
There will be very few slurry proposals. While I
generally feel as many decisions as possible
should be kept at the agency level and away from
your desk, I think this is a case where the
three agencies each have substantial, discrete
interests and where your intervention (if DOE
seeks it) is appropriate.
I would doubt that more
than one proposal would arise each year.

•

Each slurry decision will be inherently political,
with intense interests on both sides. Since any
determination will be viewed as an Administration
decision anyway, I think it is appropriate for the
President to be the final arbiter when the
agencies disagree.

Decisions
1.

Which agency should have the certification and regulatory
responsibility for coal slurry pipelines?
DOI

2.

Should the other two agencies have advisory or concurrence (veto) roles in the certification process?
Advisory only

3.

DOE

DOT

Veto power

If you feel that the other two agencies should have veto
power, should the lead agency have the authority to
appeal to the President to override adverse findings?
Yes

a/

No

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 4, 1977

Stu Eizenstat -

The attached was returned in
the President's outbox. It is
forwarded to you for appropriate
handling.

Rick Hutcheson
Re: Coal Slurry Pipeline:
Certification Jurisdiction

THE WHITE HOUSE
WA S HIN GTO N

June 1, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

FROM

STU

SUBJECT:

EIZENSTAT~

Coa l S lurry Pipe line:
Certif icat ion Jurisdic t i on

Background
In response to previous memos on coal slurry pipeline you
indicated support for enabling legislation under which the
Department of Energy determines need, the Department of
Interior assures water availability, and a review is conducted of each pipeline project to determine environmental
and transportation impacts.
In order to pr e sent an Administration position to Congress,
your guidance is requested on the issue of jurisdiction
over coal slurry certification. This involves a resolution
of these questions:
o

Which agency will issue certificates and regulate
operations of interstate coal pipelines?

•

Will the other two agencies not issuing certificates
have veto power over pipeline construction?

Discussion
Three Departments have a legitimate role to play in the
certification process -- Transportation (DOT) , Energy (DOE) ,
and Interior (DOI). All agree on the nature of their
respective roles, i.e., Interior to determine water, land
use and environmental questions, Transportation to evaluate
transportation impacts, Energy to determine energy needs.
Disagreement exists concerning which agency should be the
lead authority in the process, and whether the others should
be able to block pipeline construction.

-2DOI believes it is best suited to coordinate the certification
and regulatory responsibilities which it defines as those of
natural resources and public land management, land use planning, environmental monitoring, standard setting and enforcement. Present coal slurry bills call for DOI c e rtification
and ICC regulations.
DOI recognizes that certification responsibilities also can be done by DOT, and would not object to
that, stating, "What is most important is that the distribution of federal responsibilities be fully recognized and that
each of the major responsible Departments have a procedural
check on certification." DOI feels that in any event, rightof-way determination acro s s public lands , water avai l a bil ity,
and other resou r ce determinations should involve affi rmative
findings by DOI rather than simply consultation.
(DOI views,
Tab A.)
.
DOT argues that once the basic need for a flow of coal from one
place to another has been established, the decision as to
which mode of transportation should be used is fundamentally
one of transportation economics. They state:
"The fundamental
question is going to be whether a slurry pipeline or some
other mode represents the best societal choice as a long-run
trans portation investment decision." Coal transportation
impacts and options distinguish coal slurry decisions from oil
or gas pipelines, in that a slurry decision involves determining whether it should be built (an intermodal analysis) whereas
an oil and gas pipeline decision is basically a route selection
(intramodal analysis). DOT's position is that although it
should L·' the lead agency, certification should be contingent
upon af fir mative findings by DOE and DOI that the pipeline is
consistent with national energy and natural resource policies.
DOT feels strongly that even if it does not receive the
authority to issue the certificate, an adverse finding
against a particular pipeline proposal on transportation
grounds should be binding.
(DOT views, Tab B.)
DOE proposes that it be the lead agency with only advisory
roles for the other two agencies.
They state:
"The White House Energy Office believes that the
logic that led to the Administration's energy
reorganization legislation that would shift the
regulatory authority over oil and natural gas
pipelines to the DOE is equally valid in the case
of coal pipelines. The argument states that the
decision to grant the right of eminent domain must
take into account simultaneously: overall energy
needs; environmental impacts; and, the effect on
competing modes of transportation; -- but that the
decision-making authority over a single fuel

-3-

product pipeline should be in the Se cretary of
Energy. The Energy Of fice recommends that the
DOE should have to seek the advice of DOI and
DOT.
"The Energy Office argues that it is very unlikely
that a project would go ahead if the DOI or the
DOT advised that the project would result in
serious adverse impacts on area water supplies
or transportation systems. There would, of course,
be the usual opportunity to bring the matter to
your attention by either .ofthe advising Departments in the case of a di s a g reement.
Th e Energy
Off i ce believes that to split the formal d e cisionmaking responsibility among two or more departments
would introduce delays that are not necessary to
assure that the competing interests are fully considered."
Note that despite a provision in our DOE bill that slurries
should be moved to DOE along with other ICC energy pipeline
functions, Congress has expressly removed coal slurry pipelines from DOE's jurisdiction in the bill.
A basic consideration is how easy or difficult it should be
for a slurry proposal to gain approval.
In addition to the
arguments each agency can make for its jurisdiction, the
question is how to structure the institutional decisionmaking to allow fair weighing of competing interests.
Institutionally, DOE can be expected to be more likely to support
coal slurry construction, while DOI and DOT can be expected
to have less favorable institutional biases.
OMB recommends that DOE be the lead agency. Under their proposal, consultation with the other agencies would be required,
but DOE would have discretion to reject dissenting views if
it felt a coal pipeline would be in the overriding national
interest. OMB feels that if this option is selected, DOE
should be required to follow quasi-judicial procedures which
would provide an evidentiary basis for the granting of a
license. DOI and DOT findings would be a part of the factual
evidence, and the courts, not the President, would settle
disputes among interests.
(OMB memo - Tab C)
Recommendation
I recommend that DOE be the lead agency, but that DOT and DOI
should have veto power. The "threshold" determination --

-4whether coal is needed at a certain place -- is DOE's. DOE
would set a slurry proposal in motion; DOT would determine
whether slurry is the best means of transportation, and DOI
would determine if water and a right-of-way can be provided
consistent with natural resource policies.
If either DOT or
DOI judged the slurry inadvisable, DOE would have the option
to appeal to the President on the basis of overriding national
interest. When a slurry is approved, the certificate would
be issued and the pipeline would be regulated by DOE.
I feel
this is preferable to the other options.
o

DOE can be expected to be the advocate of slurry
proposa l s, so it s hou ld not hav e the s o l e autho r i t y to a ppr ove t hem. DOE may not have the
expertise to fairly judge the transportation and
water/right-of-way determinations of DOT and DOI.

o

There will be very few slurry proposals. While I
generally feel as many decisions as possible
should be kept at the agency level and away from
your desk, I think this is a case where the
three agencies each have substantial, discrete
interests and where your intervention (if DOE
seeks it) is appropriate.
I would doubt that more
than one proposal would arise each year.

•

Each slurry decision will be inherently political,
with intense interests on both sides. Since any
determination will be viewed as an Administration
decision anyway, I think it is appropriate for the
President to be the final arbiter when the
agencies disagree.

Decisions

1.

Which agency should have the certification and regulatory
responsibility for coal slurry pipelines?
DOI

2.

Should the other two agencies have advisory or concurrence (veto) roles in the certification process?
Advisory only

3.

DOE

DOT

Veto power

If you feel that the other two agencies should have veto
power, should the lead agency have the authority to
appeal to the President to override adverse findings?
Yes

No

I

•

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June l, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

FROM

STU

SUBJECT:

EIZENSTAT~

Coa l S lurry Pipeline:
Ce rti f ication J urisd i c t i on

Background
In response to previous memos on coal slurry pipeline you
indicated support for enabling legislation under which the
Department of Energy determines need, the Department of
Interior assures water availability, and a review is conducted of each pipeline project to determine environmental
and transportation impacts.
In order to present an Administration position to Congress,
your guidance is requested on the issue of jurisdiction
over coal slurry certification. This involves a resolution
of these questions:
•

Which agency will issue certificates and regulate
operations of interstate coal pipelines?

o

Will the other two agencies not issuing certificates
have veto power over pipeline construction?

Discussion
Three Departments have a legitimate role to play in the
certification process -- Transportation {DOT) , Energy (DOE) ,
and Interior (DOI). All agree on the nature of their
respective roles, i.e., Interior to determine water, land
use and environmental questions, Transportation to evaluate
transportation impacts, Energy to determine energy needs.
Disagreement exists concerning which agency should be the
lead authority in the process, and whether the others should
be able to block pipeline construction.

' T -·
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DOI believes it is best suited to coordinate the certification
and regulatory responsibilities which it defines as those of
natural resources and public land management, land use planning, environmental monitoring, standard s e tting and enforcement.
Present coal slurry bills call for DOI c e rtification
and ICC regulations.
DOI recognizes that certification responsibilities also can be done by DOT, and would not object to
that, stating, "Wha·t is most important is that the distribution of federal responsibilities be fully recognized and that
each of the major responsible Departments have a procedural
check on certification." DOI feels that in any event, rightof - way determination across public l ands, water availability ,
and other resource determinat i ons sho uld involve aff irmative
findings by DOI rather than simply consultation.
(DOI views,
Tab A.)
.
DOT argues that once the basic need for a flow of coal from one
place to another has been established, the decision as to
which mode of transportation should be used is fundamentally
one of transportation economics. They state:
"The fundamental
question is going to be whether a slurry pipeline or some
other mode represents the best societal choice as a long-run
transportation investment decision." Coal transportation
impacts and options distinguish coal slurry decisions from oil
or gas pipelines, in that a slurry decision involves determining whether it should be built (an intermodal analysis) whereas
an oil and gas pipeline decision is basically a route selection
(intramodal analysis).
DOT's position is that although it
should be the lead agency, certification should be contingent
upon affirmative findings by DOE and DOI that the pipeline is
consistent with national energy and natural resourca policies.
DOT feels strongly that even if it does not receive the
authority to issue the certificate, an adverse finding
against a particular pipeline proposal on transportation
grounds should be binding.
(DOT views, Tab B.)
DOE proposes that it be the lead agency with only advisory
roles for the other two agencies.
They state:
"The White House Energy Office believes that the
logic that led to the Administration's energy
reorganization legislation that would shift the
regulatory authority over oil and natural gas
pipelines to the DOE is equally valid in the case
of coal pipelines. The argument states that the
decision to grant the right of eminent domain must
take into account simultaneously: overall energy
needs; environmental impacts; and, the effect on
competing modes of transportation; -- but that the
decision-making authority over a single fuel

-3-

product pipeline should be in the Secretary of
Energy.
The Energy Office recommends that the
DOE should have to seek the advice of DOI and
DOT.
"The Energy Office argues that it is very unlikely
that a project would go ahead if the DOl or the
DOT advised that the project would result in
serious adverse impacts on area water supplies
or transportation systems.
There would, of course,
be the usual opportunity to bring the matter to
your attention b y either .ofthe advising Departments in the case of a disagreeme n t . The Energy
Off ice be lieves that to split the formal decisionmaking responsibility among two or more departments
would introduce delays that are not necessary to
assure that the competing interests are fully considered."
Note that despite a provision in our DOE bill that slurries
should be moved to DOE along with other ICC energy pipeline
functions, Congress has expressly removed coal slurry pipelines from DOE's jurisdiction in the bill.
A basic consideration is how easy or difficult it should be
for a slurry proposal to gain approval.
In addition to the
arguments each agency can make for its jurisdiction, the
question is how to structure the institutional decisionmaking to allow fair weighing of competing interests. Institutionally, DOE can be expected to be more likely to support
coal slurry construction, while DOl and DOT can be expected
to have less favorable institutional biases.
OMB recommends that DOE be the lead agency.
Under their proposal, consultation with the other agencies would be required,
but DOE would have discretion to reject dissenting views if
it felt a coal pipeline would be in the overriding national
interest. OMB feels that if this option is selected, DOE
should be required to follow quasi-judicial procedures which
would provide an evidentiary basis for the granting of a
license.
DOl and DOT findings would be a part of the factual
evidence, and the courts, not the President, would settle
disputes among interests.
(OMB memo - Tab C)
Recommendation
I recommend that DOE be the lead agency, but that DOT and DOl
should have veto power. The "threshold" determination --

-4whether coal is needed at a certain place -- is DOE 's. DOE
would set a slurry proposal in motion; DOT would determine
whether slurry is the best means of transportation, and DOI
would determine if water and a right-of-way can be provided
consistent with natural resource policies.
If either DOT or
DOI judged the slurry inadvisable, DOE would have the option
to appeal to the President on the basis of overriding national
interest. When a slurry is approved, the certificate would
be issued and the pipeline would be regulated by DOE.
I feel
this is preferable to the other options.
o

DOE can be expected to be the advocate of slurry
proposa l s , so it should not have the so l e autho r ity t o approve th e m. DOE may not h a ve the
expertise to fairly judge the transportation and
water/right-of-way determinations of DOT and DOI.

•

There will be very few slurry proposals. While I
generally feel as many decisions as possible
should be kept at the agency level and away from
your desk, I think this is a case where the
three agencies each have substantial, discrete
interests and where your intervention (if DOE
seeks it) is appropriate.
I would doubt that more
than one proposal would arise each year.

o

Each slurry decision will be inherently political,
with intense interests on both sides. Since any
determination will be viewed as an Administration
decision anyway, I think it is appropriate for the
President to be the final arbiter when the
agencies disagree.

Decisions
1.

Which agency should have the certification and regulatory
responsibility for coal slurry pipelines?
DOI

2.

Should the other two agencies have advisory or concurrence (veto) roles in the certification process?
Advisory only

3.

DOE

DOT

Veto power

If you feel that the other two agencies should have veto
power, should the lead agency have the authority to
appeal to the President to override adverse findings?
Yes

~

No

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Date:

MEMORANDUM

June 2, 1977
FOR INFORMATION:

FOR ACTION:

Jack Watson

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
SUBJECT:

Stu Eizenstat memo 6/1 re Coal Slurry Pipeline:
Certification Jurisdiction.

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY:
TIME: IMMEDIATE TURNAROUND
DAY:
DATE:
ACTION REQUESTED:
_lL_ Your comments
Other:

STAFF RESPONSE:
__ I concur.

Please note

oth~r

__ No comment.

comments below:

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have any questions or if you anticipate a delay in submitting the required
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THE WHITE H OUS E
WASHINGTON
<
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June 4, 1977
Stu Eizenstat -

The attached was returned in
the President's outbox. It is
forwarded to you for appropriate
handling.

Rick Hutcheson
cc: R ert Lanc e
Re: ''National Consumer Coop e rative
Bank Act" Legislation

I
I
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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MONDALE
COSTANZA
EIZENSTAT
JORDAN
LIPSHUTZ
MOORE
POWELL
WATSON
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FOR STAFFING
FOR INFORMATION
FROM PRESIDENT'S OUTBOX
LOG IN/TO PRESIDENT TODAY
IMMEDIATE TURNAROUND
ARAGON
BOURNE
BRZEZINSKI

JAGODA
KING

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Mr. President:
Bert Lance has not seen the
attached memo, but did see
an earlier, longer version.
Lance favors the pilot project
alternative (#3).
A summary of staff comments
is also attached.

Rick

MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

ACTION

3 June 1977

TO:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

RICK HUTCHESot/(;t_

SUBJECT:

Eizenstat/Lance Memo on Consumer
Coop Bank Act

I

Lance and Eizenstat have requested that the attached be
resubmitted to you. Neither is certain of your position
on the St. Germain bill.

Electrostatic Copy Made

for Preservation Purposes

Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservation Purpoeea
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20503

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

BERT LANCE
STU EIZENSTAT

SUBJECT:

National Consumer Cooperative
Bank Act Legislation

_J

~- ~

11

11

The Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs has favorably
reported an amended National Consumer Cooperative Bank Act (H.R. 2777).
This was one of the five major legislative items proposed to you by
the major consumer groups and is supported by labor. You decided not
to support this legislation until a study of the proposal was completed.
Several agencies have requested that you reconsider this decision in
light of recent congressional action.
11

11

Committee Bill. H.R. 2777 would establish a National Consumer Cooperative
Bank which would make direct loans to or guarantee loans made to consumer
cooperatives (including housing and consumer goods coops) at market rates.
The Bank would receive $500 million of Federal equity funding over five
years with $100 million authorized in 1978 and could also raise capital
from members. It could issue debt (not to exceed 10 times its equity
capital) which could be purchased by the Secretary of the Treasury or
private interests. The Bank would be required to buy out the Federal
interest beginning in 1990 and to pay dividends on Federal stock, if
the Bank were profitable. It would be governed by a 13 member board
originally controlled by Presidential appointees, but shifting to
control by other stockholders as the Federal equity interest declines.
11

11

Authorization of $250 million is provided for a Self-Help Development~
Fund ($10 million in 1978) which would be administered in a n~
created Office of Consumer Cooperatives in ACTION. The Fund could make
capital investment in, or provide interest su6s1aies to, high risk, low
income cooperatives. The Office would also provide technical assistance
(financial analyses, market surveys, management training, etc.) financed
by Federal appropriations.
The bill was reported by a vote of 28-11 with four Democrats voting with
the minority. Subcommittee Chairman St. Germain, who wrote to you on
April 27, 1977, expressing his disappointment with the Administration S
opposition to the establishment of a Bank, considers this legislation
to be his highest priority.
1

?

2

Current Administration Position.
Based on your earlier decision to study
this issue, the Administration (Treasury) testified in opposition to the
establishment of a Bank and Assistance Administration at this time. Treasury
proposed legislation that would authorize a two-year, $20 million pilot
project in an existing agency in conjunction with the study you requested.
The testimony indicated that before the Administration could support
H.R. 2777, more evidence concerning the need for and cost effectiveness
of the new agencies was needed. In particular, much remained 11 tO be
learned about (1) the specific unsatisfied financial and nonfinancial
needs of cooperatives which the Government should address, (2) the type
of assistance which cooperatives most require, (3) the existing government
programs which might be expanded or better coordinated to help cooperatives
and (4) whether an existing government entity, rather than a new one, is
best suited to handle cooperative issues. 11
Smaller Bank Alternative. This alternative envisions a smaller Bank with
a Federal equity investment of $50 million annually over 5 years, no
Federal debt purchases, and limited private sector debt sales.
Alternatives (see Table for comparison)
1.

Support H.R. 2777 as reported.

2.

Support establishment of a smaller Bank.

3.

Maintain current position, support of a pilot project.

Proponents of H.R. 2777 believe coops assist in the achievement of the goals
of national economic efficiency, increased competition, redevelopment of
depressed regions of the country, and the reaching of desirable social
(ownership dispersion) objectives. In their view, the intent of the bill-to enable consumer groups to obtain credit and technical assistance from a
dependable source for self-help efforts--is consistent with these goals.
They maintain that consumer cooperatives (with an emphasis upon health,
legal, housing, and repair cooperatives, as well as consumer goods) are
currently unable to obtain adequate credit from existing financial
institutions regardless of. whether the coop is well established or
fledgling, and they often lack the technical expertise needed to launch
successful enterprise. Thus, they argue, Federal assistance is needed.
H.R. 2777 proponents believe that the concept of a consumer cooperative
bank has worked exceptionally well in the farm credit and rural
electrification systems by providing a source of credit designed to
meet specialized needs. They assert that the ultimate result of such
an activity is to redevelop urban areas by providing a COmmunity
identification and spirit through economic activity. By achieving
economies and providing services, benefits flow back to the community
where most needed. Finally, they point out that if the bank prospers,
most of the Federal funds will be repaid, perhaps with dividends.
11

11

3

In addition to strong consumer and labor support, the original bill was
sponsored by 35 Senators and 100 Congressmen. Further, proponents assert
that Senators Proxmire and Mcintyre are pleased with the actions in the
House and want their respective Committee and Subcommittee to give the
bill the earliest favorable consideration.
Proponents of the smaller bank recommend that we negotiate to obtain the
smallest possible Bank with adequate Federal capitalization to attract
private capital: this is estimated to require an annual outlay of about
$50 million. The negotiation would result in (1) a reduction in the total
appropriation, and (2) a stretchout of the period of capitalization, which
would reduce by $250 million outlays in the period through FY 1981.
Proponents of the smaller bank believe:
(1) Opposition to the bank is based on the inadequacy of data on (a) the
real credit needs of cooperatives, and (b) the degree to which those needs
have not been met because of discrimination by banks. It is inherently
difficult to quantify the degree to which creditworthy loan applicants
are unable to obtain assistance. Proponents of the smaller bank believe,
nonetheless, that two years of congressional hearings have suggested that
there is evidence of some discrimination, although its magnitude cannot
be quantified. In addition, the financing of urban coops has been impeded
by (a) a reduction in inner city lending by banks, and (b) lenders• fears
of extending credit to not-for-profit associations without a proven record.
The Bank would assure these Coops access to credit, but at competitive
market rates. Coops could provide a new source of goods in urban areas
that have been "redlined" by retail business.
(2) The Domestic Council believes Senate passage is more likely than not,
and would negotiate now to gain some political credit for the bill's
passage.
Proponents of the current Administration positions maintain that there
is insufficient evidence available on the claimed inability of cooperatives
to obtain credit from existing financial institutions to justify the
establishment of a new Government sponsored Bank and the expenditure of
substantial Federal funds (over $5 billion of Federal funds could be
outlayed over 5 years). They want to make sure aid to cooperatives
is consistent with existing Federal programs under which cooperatives and
their small business competitors can already receive assistance. They
note that caution is desirable since H.R. 2777 would reduce credit in
other market sectors at a time when expansion should be encouraged.
Proponents have reservations about the capability of consumer cooperatives,
ACTION, and the new Bank to use effectively this large infusion of funds. A two
year pilot project and your requested study could resolve many of these issues
while providing invaluable information with which to design effectively
any needed Federal assistance to cooperatives including perhaps a future
consumer cooperative bank.

Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservation Purposes
4

They are also concerned about the effects of another change in an
Administration position on those Congressmen who supported the
Administration's current position. In this regard, it might be noted
that the Administration proposal lost in Committee by a vote of 17-23.
It would be advisable to await a clearer icture of the bill's ros ects
in the Senate before we alter our position e.g., many small businesses
who will feel threatened by the coops will oppose the bill).
Recommendations
Decision
Alternative 1.

$100 million annual equity investment
Maximum 5 year budget impact: $5.8 B
Favored by: Labor, Agriculture, HUD,
Special Assistant to the President for
Consumer Affairs, ACTION

Alternative 2.

$50 million annual equity investment
Maximum 5 year budget impact: $300 M
Favored by: HEW, Domestic Council

Alterna ti ve 3.

$20 million pilot
Maximum Federal exposure: $20 M
Favored by: Treasury, CEA, SBA,
Commerce, OMB
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NATIONAL CONSUMER COOPERATI V~ ~ANK ACT
FINANCIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL ALTERNATI VES
·.

Alternat ive 1
H.R . 2777 as
Reported

Alternative 2
Sma ller
Ban k

Alternative 3
Pilot
Project
$20 M
2 years

Treasury Pilot Project
National Consumer Cooperative Bank
Federal Equity Investment
Authorization

$500 M
5 years
($100 M in 1978)

Maximum Debt/Equity Rati o

l 0:1

Authorization for Federal
Government Purchase of Bank •s
Debt

Yes

Authority to Issue Loan
Guarantees

Yes

$2 50 M
5 years
($50 MAnnually)
10:1

Development Fund/Technical Assistance
Self- Help Development Fund
Authorizations

$250 M
($1 0 M i n 1978)

Fund Administration and
Technical Assistance

Nev.J Office in
ACTION

$25 M
( $5 MAnnually)
Negotiable

Admini stered by
Treasury

Maximum Federal Outlays
Assumes Federal purchase of
authorized debt and no dividends

$5, 800 M

$300 M

$20 M

SUMMARY OF STAFF COMMENTS
Watson, Costanza, Peterson and Brown support the National
Consumer Bank Act as reported. Aragon disagrees.
COSTANZA:
"Consumer cooperatives have a clear need for
technical assistance and direct or guaranteed loans. A
self-help program such as this is consistent with the Administration's attitude toward people-oriented programs."
PETERSON: Coops can serve as yardsticks for a competitive
system without dominating it. The amended St. Germain bill
attempts to scale the program down to a size more palatable
to the Administration. Peterson is convinced of the need for
a Coop Bank and Self Help Fund now -- with a funding level
high enough to win the confidence of Wall Street. If the
Administration fails to produce a realistic funding recommendation, given strong congressional support for the legislation,
a program may well be enacted over Administration objections
with terms dictated by Congress.
SAM BROWN: Evidence demonstrating the credit problems facing
those who wish to establish consumer cooperatives is overwhelming.
Conventional banking institutions have not been very
receptive to financing coops. The Administration should not
support a pilot project, as there is not much more to be
learned about the specific unsatisfied financial and nonfinancial needs of cooperatives. Also, capitalizing the bank at
only $25 million would severely cripple its chances for success.
Private investors would reject debt issues so thinly capitalized.
Placing the Self Help Fund and Technical Assistance Program
within the smaller bank would further erode Wall Street
confidence in it. ACTION would be able to administer the
Self Help Fund and Technical Assistance Program; these programs
should be administered by an agency which is responsive to
those most in need.
ARAGON: New social programs should be tried out on an experimental basis first, before large-scale funding takes place.
Hence, a pilot program would be desirable. Also, the Community Services Administration seems more suited to this
effort than ACTION.
CSA is already doing some work with
cooperatives through the Community Development Corporation.
(The Peterson and Brown memos are attached, if you wish
to read them in full.)
---Rick

i HE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 12, 1977
MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRES!

FROM:

ESTHER PE

SUBJECT:

Consumer Cooperative Legislation

As an advocate of consumer cooperatives, I welcome federal initiatives
which will promote their establishment and well-being. Living in Sweden
for four and one-half years, I have seen first hand that coops can serve as
yardsticks for a competitive system, without dominating it.
Support of the coop movement is consistent with your domestic program,
as coops can provide meaningful opportunity to help revitalize depressed
areas of our country. Moreover, given your sensitivity to and concern
for "people-oriented" self help programs, perceived opposition to this
program could leave you vulnerable to attack by its supporters.
Finally, I believe the amended St. Germain bill (alternative 1) is a
bona fide attempt to scale the program down to a size more palataDTe to
the Administration. It sliced the bank's capitalization 1n half, abandoned
creation of a new Cooperative Bank and Assistance Administration, and spread
financing for the Self Help Development Fund from one year to five years.
You should consider the possibility that Wall Street may be hesitant
to embrace a Bank (a) funded at the lower level proposed in alternative 2,
and (b) which administers, in addition, a subsidized loan program (as
envisioned in the Self Help Fund) and an assistance program. I am convinced
of the need for a Coop Bank and Self Help Fund now, with a fund1ng level
suff1c1ent to w1n the conf1dence of Wall Street. An expedited OMB-Treasur
rev1ew - wee s , one 1n conJunctlon w1t gr1cu ture, a or,
,
and my office, could produce a realistic funding recommendation. Otherwise, it is poss1ble at this point, given the stronT Congressional support
enJoyed by this legislation, that a program may wel be enacted over
Adm1nistration objections with terms dictated to us by Congress.

\!Vt\SHIN~T<)f\1,

May 13, 1977

mFICEOF
THE DIRECTOR

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

DC :?0525

20500

Dear Mr. President:
On May 11, 1977, I received a copy of a draft
memorandum to you from Bert Lance and Stu Eizenstat
which outlines three alternative Administration
positions on the "National Consumer Cooperative Bank
Act" (H.R. 2777).
The need of consumer cooperatives
to obtain sufficient credit and technical assistance
and my experience as a former Treasurer of Colorado
lead me to strongly encourage you to join many members
of Congress, labor organizations, consumer groups and
Administration officials by supporting "Alternative 1H.R. 2777 as reported."
Treasury has argued repeatedly that before a
cooperative bank is established, there needs to be
further study of the credit needs of consumer cooperatives.
Both the Senate and House have held
extensive hearings during the last two years which
revealed the serious problems facing individuals who
desire to establish or improve the financial stability
of consumer cooperatives.
Prior to JOining your
Adm1n1strat1on, several of your appointees active in
the consumerism movement, including myself, had taken
public positions and testified before Congress on the
well documented credit needs of consumer cooperatives.
The House Banking Committee's recognition of the credit
problems of cooperatives resulted in a 28-11 vote in
favor - of H.R. 2777, as amended, with only four Democrats
voting with the minority.
Senator Mcintyre, the Chairman
of the Senate Financial Institutions Subcommittee and the
principal sponsor of the bill, told the Senate on May 11,
1977, that extensive hearings on this issue have been held.
He concluded:

- 2 The conventional
this country, un ortunate y,
ave not een
very receptive to financing cooperatlve
organizations.
Just as the farm co-ops
needed thelr own banking system in order
to flourish, consumer co-ops will receive
the same kind of stimulus from the proposed
consumer co-op banks. As a loan program, it
will have negligible costs to the taxpayer,
and great benefits for the consumer.
Hy experience as a former Treasurer of Colorado
affords me insights into the problems which the
Cooperative Bank would address.
I can testify to the
very difficult time that residents in Denver had in
securing financial credit for the Denver food coop,
The Common Market.
The food coop was in a great need
of capital as it tried to replace a large supermarket
chain which abandoned its innercity store.
Banks in
the area were not interested in supplying credit to
this nonprofit institution. A breakthrough occurred
only after I was able to facilitate an agreement
between a bank president and the Denver residents.
roblems is overwhelmin
If Treasury wou
on y c ec prlor Congresslona testimony
and the viewpoints of Ray Marshall, Geno Baroni, Carol
Foreman, and others in this Administration, there would
be a clear consensus that there is not much more to be
learned about the s ecific unsatisfied financial and
non lnancla
cooperatlves w lC nee to e
addressed by the Government.
Thus, "Alternative 3 maintain current position, support of a pilot project"
should be rejected.
The "Smaller Bank Alternative" (No. 2) should also
be re'ected since it is not based on financial lo ic.
The reduced capitalization of the bank to 25 million
in the first ear and subse uent four ears would severel
crll~ e t e
an s c ances o success.
rlvate lnvestors
wou
very likely reject debt issues of a bank so thinly
capitalized. Wall Street's lack of confidence in the
financial stability of the bank would delay the bank's
ability to repay the government's investment in stock
and thus prolong the period in which the bank would not
be free from government obligations.
Investors who do
participate in the bank's private capital activities would
probably force the bank to pay punitively high rates of
interest on its borrowings.
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25 million initial ca italization

governmental lending institutions.
In
3, ur~ng t e
worst of the depression, the Bank of Cooperatives within
the Farm Credit System had an initial capitalization of
$178 million.
In 1934, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
had an initial capitalization of $125 million.
It would
be worth knowing whether the Treasury has a policy on
quasi-governmental lending institutionswhich engage in
the capital market with less than $100 million in
capitalization.
The placement of the Self-Help Development Fund and
the Technical Assistance Program within the small~r bank
would further erode whatever confidence Wall Street rna
have in the bank.
The purpose o the Fun is to invest
in undercapitalized cooperatives which would be maintained by low-income persons who live in depressed
neighborhoods.
Applications for loans from this fund
would not meet the criteria for a regular loan from the
Cooperative Bank.
The placement within the bank of the
Self-Help Fund which would provide loans to undertakings
. which are temporarily uncreditworthy would contribute to
the bank's reputation as an unsound financial entity.
A technical assistance program is also not a normal
function of a bank and would divert attention away from
the bank's lending activities.
I have received the advice of several individuals
who know the private capital market.
They have advised
me that they share these views on the reduced capitalization issue, the potential for punitive rates of interest,
and the inappropriateness of placing the Self-Help Fund
and a technical assistance progra@ within an undercapitalized bank. These individuals include:
Dr. Robert
Rennie, Chief Investment Officer of Nationwide Insurance,
who is responsible for overseeing Nationwide's three
billion dollars in investments and mutual funds; Mr. Ed
Jaenke, former Governor of the Farm Credit System; and
Mr. Ed Horne, Chairman of the Home Loan Bank Board from
1965-1968.
They all agree that an initial capitalization
level of $100 million would be necessary to convince Wall
Street that the bank is a serious financial institution.

- 4 I believe that ACTION would be able to administer
the Self-Help Fund and the technical assistance program.
Both ro rams re uire administration b an aaenc which .
is responsive to those most in nee . ACTION s programs
exemplify such responsiveness.
Both VISTA and Peace
Corps have had experience with developing cooperatives.
The atmosphere, commitment, and network for the sound
administration of these two important programs can be
found in ACTION now; we can recruit the know-how.
Mr. President, today there is a resurgence of
interest in the develo ment of consumer coo eratives.
Peop e are poo ing their purchasing power an organizing
consumer cooperatives where they are the users and owners
of the business.
According to the Cooperative League of
the U.S.A., there were an estimated 1,000 consumer
cooperatives in 1976 which transacted approximately $547
million in retail sales.· Since the cooperatives do not
need to maximize profits, its members are afforded quality
goods at dependable and reasonable prices., Members can
select food which is nutritional, auto repair shops which
emphasize preventative maintenance and self-help and
. optical services furnishing refraction examinations at
low cost.
The satisfaction of controlling a share of a
business, the ability to side-step inflation, and the
opportunity to receive untainted consumer information
are just some of the personal benefits of cooperative
membership which should be recognized by your Administration.
Mr. President, I urge that you select Alternative 1
as the policy for your Administration.

Attachment:

Statement of Senators Proxmire
and Mcintyre
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) ':\ ; n~R :. ·. P 'C'Sident, I •x::t~
very pl.- a:.;cu t"
1;, 1. t 'H' J :l ()J)O, I:'d National Con ~> umcr Coopcnttive Bank Act
is movin g forward in the aLlier b0dy. The
legislation has been reportt:d by ti1e
House Banking Committee, and apparently stands an excellent chance of passage by the full House.
Cooperatives are a V('l'Y useful form of
entcrpri'ie that provide jobs and housLJg
for moderate income people and re::t.~ Ol l 
nbly priced good:; for consumers. Farm
co-ops have had enormous success. in
part because the Congrc ~ !: had the wisdom several decades 8go to provide a
cPntral banking facility for them. Altl1ough there have bern successful retail
co-ops and housing co-ops, the consumer
co-op movement has not grown as rapidly in the United States as in other
Western countries, in large part becauf>e
of a lark of capital and a lack of adequn te management expprtic,e.
Th e proposed National Consumer Cooperative Bank Act would h elp provide
both. An expansion of consumer ro- ops
of all kinds-including those prmitlin g
consumer goods, services suc h as h£'alth
care and auto repair, producer ro-ops.
and of course co-op housing would be
ideally su ited for this period of inflation
and belt-tightening. All of these enterprises would be eligible for loans by the
proposed bank system.
Although I have serious reserl'ations
about the infl ationa ry impact of new
Federal spending programs, I view the
legislation introduced by my fri end. the
Senator from New Hampshire. as an
anti-inflationary mrasure. It is a loan
program, not a h andout, and the initial
equity capital to be subscrib£'d by the
Treasury over a period of 4 years would
be gradually bou ght out by participa t.ing
co-ops, on the model of the farm credit
banks. Thus , the initinl nublic contribution would be reimbnrsed over time.
The legisla tion was col,sidercd by the
Senate Banking Committee last se~ 1\ ion.
and action was poi;tponed bccauf;e of
questions about whether the ban!< should
be on budget. As a matter of fiscal responsibility, I believe that it mu st be on
budget, and I am pleased to note that
the House Banking Committee has reported it on that b8sis. I also note that
the House Banking Committee has cut
the original bill in half, and that action
also may well be prudent. I can assure
my colleagues that we will give this useful measure prompt consideration once
it has been approved by the other body.

Mr. MciNTYTIE. Mr. President, I
thank the Senator from Wi'icons!n for
his support.
As he knows, this legislation has the
endorsement of a wide range of consumer, labor, farm, co-op, and public
interest organizations and was the subject of extensive hea:rings last session. As
the principal sponsor of the bill, I plan
additional hearings in the Financial Institutions Subcommittee as soon as we
get House pa.%age. The conventional
banl;:ing institutions of this country, unf?rtun ately, have not been very receptive to financing cooperative organizations. Just a~; the farm co-ops needed
their own banking system in order to
flourish. consumer co-ops will receive the
same kirid of stimulus from the proposed
consumer co-op banks. As a loan program, it will have negllg!ble costs to the
taxpayer, and great benefits for the consumer.
I am very gratified that the chairman
of the Banking Committee has promised
early and sympathetic consideration of
this measure once it has cleared the
House, and I am hopeful that we can
pass this bill by a wide margin.

__..:....-
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 3, 1977

•

Stu Eizenstat
Bert Lance
The attached was returned in the
Presid.e nt's outbox and is forwarded
b you for your information.

Rick Hutcheson

Re:

"National Consumer Cooperative
Bank Act Legislation 11
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

MR. PRESIDENT:
You may wish to read this memorandum
as a briefing memo for your meeting
with Congressman St Germain tomorrow.

Stu Eizenstat
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May 31, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

BERT LANCE
STU EIZENSTAT

SUBJECT:

"National Consumer Bank Act" - H.R. 2777

The House Banking Com.rni ·ttee has favorably reported, and the
full House is expected to approve Congressman St. Germai~'s
bill to establish a national consumer cooperative bank (H.R. 2777).
The bank would provide credit assistance to consumer cooperatives,
which purportedly have difficulty obtaining conventional financing.
The coop bank was one of five key legislative initiatives proposed
to you by consumer groups; at that time, you deferred a decision
pending revie·w.
The Bill
The bank would make or guarantee market rate loans to consumer
cooperatives, including housing and consumer goods coops. The
InTiial capitalization would be provided by a $500 million Treasury
subscription over four years, with $110 million authorized for
FY 1978.
In addition to Treasury's seed capital, the bank could
also borrow in the open market, issuing obligations up to 10 times
its equity capital.
The bank would pay Treasury an annual dividend on outstanding
principal until 1990, when it would begin redeeming the principal,
assuming the bank is profitable.
It would originally be governed
by a 13-member Presidentially-appointed board, but upon repayment
of Treasury seed capital, control of the bank would shift to the
owner-user cooperatives.
To attract Administration support, this month Congressman St~
Germain modified his original bill in the follo\ving respects:
a) reduced total FY 1978 outlays from $500 million (original bill)
to $110 million; b) reduced funding for a separate soft-loan
window subsidizing high risk, low income coope ratives from $250
million to $10 million in FY'78; c) added a requirement that loans
be made at market (not submarket) interest rates; and d) reduced
the debt/equity ratio from 20/l to 10/l.

.

.
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Despite Adininistration opposition, the amended version of
H.R. 2777 passed the House Banking Cor~mittee by 28-11; favorable
floor action next week is likely. We cannot clearly assess t 'h e
Senate outlook, but Senators Proxmire and Mcintyre have already
spoken on . behalf of the bill and want their respective Committee
and Subcoronittee to give the bill the earliest favorable
consider a t.ion.
In addition to strong consumer and some labor support, the original
bill was sponsored by 35 Senators and 100 Congressmen. Congressman
St. Germain wrote to you on April 27, 1977 expressing his
disappoinb~ent with the Administration's opposition to the
establishiltent of a bank.
Current Administration Position
Based on your earlier decision to study this issue, the Administration (Treasury) testified against the establishment of a bank
at this time. Treasury indicated that the Administration was
concerned by the paucity of data as to coop credit needs, and
proposed a two-year, $20 million pilot project in conjunction with
the study you requested.
Administration supporters of the bank have requested that you
reconsider this position in light of recent Congressional action
and prospects.
Options:
1)

Support H.R. 2777 as reported

2)

Support establishment of a smaller bank

3)

Maintain current position, support pilot project

Option One
Proponents of H.R. 2777 contend that cooperatives have been
successful in rural areas in gaining acceptance (50 million userowners), increasing competition, redeveloping depressed regions,
broadening ownership, and stimulating local economies.
Their
emergence in urban areas has allegedly been impeded by a) a reduction in inner city lending by existing financial institutions, and
b) lenders' particular fears of extending credit to not-for-profit
associations without a proven record.
Proponents argue that antiurban lending trends and the outflow of urban retail business
create a need for a new source of both cr ed it and goods in urban
areas.
Since the bank would have its greatest impact in urb a n
areas, its proponents vie'.'' it as an urban economic development
ini tia ti ve which \·lOuld reflect the 1\dminis tra ·tion' s co:m.111i tment
a) to support local self-help efforts and b) to stabilize the
economic base of the older cities.
Beyond the urban impact, the bank's advocates maintain that consumer
coops (with an emphasis upon health, legal, housing and rep~ir
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cooperatives , as well as consumer goods) are unable to obtain
adequate credit regardless of whether the coop is well-established
or fledgling, and that coops often lack the technical skills
needed to launch a successful enterprise. Thus, they argue,
federal credit and technical assistance is justified. They point
to the success of the consumer co o~era tive bank concept in the
farm credit and rural electrifica ·tion systems. They assert that
the ultimate result of this bill will be to redevelop urban areas
by providing a "cormnunity " identifica-tion through economic activity,
and by assuring tha·t benefi ts flm,, back to the local community.
Optio n One is supported by Labor, Agriculture, HUD, the Soecial
Assistant to the President for Consumer Affairs, an3 ACTIO~.
Option Two
The second option is to attempt to negotiate: l) a reduction in
the to ta l appropriation, and 2) a stretchout of the period of
capitalization, which would_ reduce outlays in the period through
FY'Bl.
The objective would be to agree upon the smallest
possible bank with adequate federal capitaliz ati on to attract
private c ap ital: this would require an annual outla y of about
$50 million, compared to the $110 million in the present bill.
Our support for the bank would be contingent upon successfully
negotiating do wn its cos t . But proponents of the smaller bank
believe that an annual capitalization of $50 million is nec e ssary
if the financial markets are to have confidence in the stability
of the bank, which is necessary if the bank is to repay the
seed capital provided by the federal government.
Proponents of the smaller bank make the following arguments:

.- -

l) Opposition to th e bank is based on the inadequacy of data
on a) th e real credit ne eds of cooperatives, and b) the degree to
which those needs h ave not been reet b e cause of discrimination by
existing fin anc ial institutions.
In fact, it is inherently
difficult to quantify the degree to which cr editwor thy loan
applicants are unable to obtain assistance.
Proponents of the
smaller bank believe, nonetheless, that two years o f Congressional
hearings have suggested that there is evidence of some discrimination, although its magnitude canno tbe quantified-.-~ --

2)
A small bank would b e a relatively lm'l-cost vehicle for
stimulating private cap ital reinvestment in urban areas; this
is a central objective of our urb an policy and perhaps the strongest
argument for th e bank.

3)
This is Cong ressman St. Germain 1 s pet project, House
passage is quite probable, and Ralph Nader calls it one of th e
three most important pi eces of consumer l egis lation in the past
generation (perhaps a slight hyperbole).
4)
If the Senate is going to act favorably, a negotiated
settlement would be preferab le to a ve·to (Treas ury, O~:IB and the

-4Domestic Council concur on this point) . Treasury and OMB regard
Senate prospects as unclear and would defer a decision to
'
n e gotiate; the Domestic Council believes Senate passag e is more
likely than not, and that the Administration should share some
of the credit.
5)
The Administration's two-year $20 million pilot is not
regarded as a c omprom ise by the bill's supporters since it defers
favorable considerat ion of a real bank for at least two years.
Administration oppo~ents of the bank regard the pilot as a
comprom i se.
6)
In a Reeting Thursday with Congressman St. Germain you
indicat ec support for the concept of the coop bank.
We can state
that the Administration's support for a pilot project meets that
commit~e ~t , but supporters of the bill will not appreciate that
interpre~ation of your support.
·
of a snaller bank b el ieve there is one disadvantage
to negotiating now: it requires the reversal of Treasury's public
position.
Treasury has been singled out for unfair attack by the
bank's s~pporters, who have never accepted the fact that Treasury's
has be en the Administration's position on this issue.
Propon en~s

Option . Three
Propone:1~s

of the curre_n t Administration position maintain: .

l)
There is insufficient evidence available on the claimed
inabil ity of cooperatives to obtai n credit from existing financial
ins·ti tu~ions to justify the establishment of a new govern.-nent
sponso~e~ bank and the expenditure of substantial federal funds.
Treasc;.r~· testified that much rer:3.ined " ·to be lear n ed about l) the
speci~ic unsatisfied financial and nonfinancial needs of coope ratives
\vhich the governmer-.t should address, 2) the ·type of assistance
\'lhich cooperatives ::nos·t require, 3) the exis·ting goverru-nent
programs which might be expanded or better coordinated to help
cooper ative s, and 4) whether an existing government entity,
rather than a new one, is b est suited to handle cooperative
issues." A pilot project would help answer these questions. The
banks' proponents claim these questions have been adequately reviewed
over t~o years of Congressional hearings.
2)
The House CoTILrnittee Report on the bill cites the
importance of "mo::1 and pop" stores, and states that coops should
not b e funded in c o:-:1.!-:tuni ties "adequa tely served" by existing
local stores.
Nonetheless, many small businessmen would oppose
the bill b ecause it will increas e competition at th eir expense.
3)
Supporters of the present position want to assure that
aid to cooperatives is consistent with existing federal programs
under which cooperatives and their small business competitors
can already receive assistance.
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4)
Caution is desirable since H.R. 2777 would reduce
credit in other market sectors at a time when expansion shoul~
be encouraged. There are reservations about the capability of
consumer coops, ACTION and the ne;,·i bank to use effectively this
larg e infusion of funds.
A pilot project could resolve many
of these issues while providing invaluable information with \vhich
to effectively design any needed federal assistance to coops
including perhaps a future consumer cooperative bank.
5)
There is concern over the effects of another change in
an Administration position on those Congressmen who supported
the Administration's current position.
It may be advisable to.
await a clearer picture of the bill's prospects in the Senate
before we alter our position.
Option Three is supported by Treasury, CEA, SBA, Commerce and
OMB.

DECIS ION
Approve Option One
Approve Option Two
Approve Option Thre e
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Date:

May 20, 1977

FOR ACTION:

FOR INFORMATION:

The Vice President Jack Watson
Midge Costanzae.;t~~/ E~·ther Peterso
Hamilton Jordan a 1~~~bdharies Schult e
Frank Moore
Jody Powell

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
SUBJECT:

Lance/Eizenstat memo on "National Consumer Bank Act"
Legislation

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY:
TIME:

9 a.m.

DAY:
DATE:

May 24

ACTION REQUESTED:
__x Your comments
Other:

STAFF RESPONSE:
__ I concur.

__ No comment.

Please note other comments below:

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If vou have anv auestions or if vou anticipate a delay in submitting the required
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 24, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR:

LANDON BUTLER

FROM:

JOE

SUBJECT:

NATIONAL CONSUMER BANK ACT
LEGISLATION

ARAGO~

Landon -My only thoughts on this are:
(1)
That whatever is done should not be done big dollar wise - until there is some kind of a track
record. We now know enough about social action
programs (thanks to the 60's) to know that new
programs should be tried out on an experimental
basis first before undertaking large scale funding. Therefore, I would propose either alternative
#2 or #3. Preferably #3.
(2) What about the Community Services Administration
(CSA)? That agency seems more suited to this kind
of an effort that ACTION, for example. Besides, CSA
is already doing work with cooperativelthrough its
Community Development Corporation (CDC) program.
Did anyone consider that agency as a possible
home for this program?

HE VVHITE HOUSE
I

WASHINGTON
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Date:

May 20, 1977

MEMORANDUM

FOR ACTION:

FOR INFORMATION:

The Vice President
Midge Costanza
Hamilton Jordan
Frank Moore
Jody Powell

Jack Watson
Esther Peterso
Charles Schult e

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
SUBJECT:

Lance/Eizenstat memo on "National Consumer Bank Act"
Legislation

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY:
TIME:

9 a.m.

DAY:

Tuesday

DATE:

May 24

ACTION REQUESTED:
__x Your comments

Other:

STAFF RESPONSE:
__ I concur.

_ _ No comment.

Please note other comments below:

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have any questions or if you anticipate a delay in submitting the required
material, please telephone the Staff Secretary immediately. (Telephone, 7052)

WHITE HOUSE
I

WASHINGTON
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Date:

MEMORANDUM

May 20, 1977

FOR ACTION: ·

FOR INFORMATION:

The Vice President
Midge Costanza
Hamil ton Jordan·
Frank Moore
- Jody Powell

Jack Watson
Esther Peterso
Charles Schult e

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
SUBJECT:

Lance/Eizenstat memo on "National Consumer Bank Act"
Legislation

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY:
TIME:

9 a.m.

DAY:

Tuesday

DATE:

May 24

ACTION REQUESTED:
__x Your comments
Other:

STAFF RESPONSE:
__ I concur.

__ No comment.

Please note other comments below:
I urge The President to support the National Consumer Bank
Act ~s reported. Consumer cooperatives. have a clear need
for technical assistance and direct or guaranteed loans.
A self-help program such as this is consistent with the
Administration's attitude toward people-oriented endeavors.

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have any questions or if you anticipate a delay in submitting the required
material, please telephone the Staff Secretary immediately. (Telephone, 7052)
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON. D.C.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

BERT LANCE
STU EIZENSTAT

SUBJECT :

''National Consumer Cooperative
Ba nk Act '' Legislation

_/
:;- ~

The Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs has favorably
reported an amended "National Consumer Cooperative Bank Act" (H.R. 2777).
This was one of the five major legislative items proposed to you by
the major consumer groups and is supported by labor. You decided not
to support this legislation until a study of the proposal was completed.
Several agencies have requested that you reconsider this decision in
light of recent congressional action.
Committee Bill. H.R. 2777 would establish a "National Consumer Cooperative
Bank" which would make direct loans to or guarantee loans made to consumer
cooperatives (including housing and consumer goods coops) at market rates.
The Bank would receive $500 million of Federal equity funding over five
, years with $100 million authorized in 1978 and could also raise capital
from members. It could issue debt (not to exceed 10 times its equity
capital) which could be purchased by the Secretary of the Treasury or
pr·ivate interests. The Bank would be req•..!ired to buy out the Federal
interest beginning in 1990 and to pay dividends on Federal stock, if
the Bank were profitable. It would be governed by a 13 member board
originally controlled by Presidential appointees, but shifting to
control by other stockholders as the Federal equity interest declines.
Authorization of $250 million is provided for a Self-Help Development
Fund ($10 million in 1978) which would be administered in a newly
created Office of Consumer Cooperatives in ACTION. The Fund could make
capital investment in, or provide interest subsidies to, high risk, low
income cooperatives. The Office would also provide technical assistance
(financial analyses, market surveys, management training, etc.) financed
by Federal appropriations.
The bi 11 \'las reported by a vote of 28-11 with four Democrats voting with
the minority. Subcommittee Chairman St. Germain, \'Jho wrote to you on
April 27, 1977, expressing his disappointment with the Administration's
opposition to the establishment of a Bank, considers this legislation
to be his highest priority.
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Current Administration Position.
Based on your earlier decision to study
this issue, the Administration (Treasury) testified in opposition to the
establishment of a Bank and Assistance Administration at this time. Treasury
proposed legislation that would authorize a two-year, $20 million pilot
project in an existing agency in conjunction with the study you requested.
The testimony indicated that before the Administration could support
H.R. 2777, more evidence concerning the need for and cost effectiveness
of the new agencies was needed. In particular, much remained to be
learned about (1) the specific unsatisfied financial and nonfinancial
needs of cooperatives which the Government should address, (2) the type
of assistance which cooperatives most require, (3) the existing government
prog rams whi ch mig ht be expanded or better coordinated to help cooperatives
an d (4) whether an ex isting governmen t ent i t y, rather than a new on e, is
best suited to handle cooperative issues.''
11

Smaller Bank Alternative. This alternative envisions a smaller Bank with
a Federal equity investment of $50 million annually over 5 years, no
Federal debt purchases, and limited private sector debt sales.
Alternatives (see Table for comparison)
1.

Support H.R. 2777 as reported.

2.

Support establishment of a smaller Bank.

3.

Maintain current position, support of a pilot project.

Proponents of H.R. 2777 believe coops assist in the achievement of the goals
of national economic efficiency, increased competition, redevelopment of
depressed regions of the country, and the reaching of desirable social
(ownership disp8rsion) objectives. In their view, the intent of the bill-to enable consumer groups to obtain credit and technical assistance from a
dependable source for self-help efforts--is consistent with these goals.
They maintain that consumer cooperatives (with an emphasis upon health,
legal, housing, and repair cooperatives, as well as consumer goods) are
currently unable to obtain adequate credit from existing financial
institutions regardless of whether the coop is well established or
fledgling, and they often lack the technical expertise needed to launch
successful enterprise. Thus, they argue, Federal assistance is needed.
H.R. 2777 proponents believe that the concept of a consumer cooperative
bank has worked exceptionally well in the farm credit and rural
electrification systems by providing a source of credit designed to
meet specialized needs. They assert that the ultimate result of such
an activity is to redevelop urban areas by providing a Community
identification and spirit through economic activity. By achieving
economies and providing services, benefits flow back to the community
where most needed. Finally, they point out that if the bank prospers,
most of the Federal funds will be repaid, perhaps with dividends.
11

11
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In addition to strong consumer and labor support, the original bill was
sponsored by 35 Senators and 100 Congressmen. Further, proponents assert
t ha t Senators Proxmire and Mcintyre are pleased with the actions in the
House and want their respective Committee and Subcommittee to give the
bill the earliest favorable consideration.
Proponents of the smaller bank recommend that we negotiate to obtain the
smallest possible Bank with adequate Federal capitalization to attract
private capital: this is estimated to require an annual outlay of about
$50 million. The negotiation would result in (1) a reduction in the total
appropriation, and (2) a stretchout of the period of capitalization, which
would reduce by $250 million outlays in the period through FY 1981.
Proponents of t he smalle r bank be l i eve:
(1) Opposition to the bank is based on the inadequacy of data on (a) the
real credit needs of cooperatives, and {b) the degree to which those needs
have not been met because of discrimination by banks. It is inherently
difficult to quantify the degree to which creditworthy loan applicants
are unable to obtain assistance. Proponents of the smaller bank believe,
nonetheless, that two years of congressional hearings have suggested that
there is evidence of some discrimination, although its magnitude cannot
be quantified. In addition, the financing of urban coops has been impeded
by (a) a reduction in inner city lending by banks, and (b) lenders' fears
of extending credit to not-for-profit associations without a proven record.
The Bank would assure these Coops access to credit, but at competitive
market rates. Coops could provide a new source of goods in urban areas
that have been "redlined" by retail business.
(2) The Domestic Council believes Senate passage is more likely than not,
and would negotiate now to gain some political credit for the bill's
passage.
Proponents of the current Administration positions maintain that there
is insufficient evidence available on the claimed inability of cooperatives
to obtain credit from existing financial institutions to justify the
establishment of a new Government sponsored Bank and the expenditure of
substantial Federal funds (over $5 billion of Federal funds could be
outlayed over 5 years). They want to make sure aid to cooperatives
is consistent with existing Federal programs under which cooperatives and
their small business competitors can already receive assistance. They
note that caution is desirable since H.R. 2777 would reduce credit in
other market sectors at a time when expansion should be encouraged.
Proponents have reservations about the capability of consumer cooperatives,
ACTION, and the new Bank to use effectively this large infusion of funds. A two
year pilot project and your requested study could resolve many of these issues
while providing invaluable information with which to design effectively
any needed Federal assistance to cooperatives including perhaps a future
consumer cooperative bank.

.
'
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They are also concerned about the effects of another change in an
Administration position on those Congressmen who supported the
Administration•s current position. In this regard, it might be noted
that the Administration proposal lost in Committee by a vote of 17-23.
It would be advisable to await a clearer icture of the bill •s ros ects
in the Senate before we alter our position e.g., many small businesses
who wi 11 fee 1 threatened by the coops vJi 11 oppose the bi 11 ) .
Recommendations
Decision
Alternative l.

$100 mi l lion annua l eq uity in vestment
Maximum 5 year budget i mpact: $5.8 B
Favored by: Labor, Agriculture, HUD,
Special Assistant to the President for
Consumer Affairs, ACTION
·

Alternative 2.

$50 million annual equity investment
Maximum 5 year budget impact: $300 M
Favored by: HEW, Domestic Council

Alternative 3.

$20 million pilot
Maximum Federal exposure: $20 M
Favored by: Treasury, CEA, SBA,
Commerce, OMS

)\. ,

NATIONAL CONSU ~ E R COOPE RATlV~ ~A~K ACT
FINANCIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL ALTERNATIVES

·.

Alternative 1
H. R. 2777 as
Reported

'

Altern ative 2
S ~a l le r
Ba nk

Treasury Pilot Proj ect

Alternative 3
Pilot
Project
$20

t~

2 years

National Cons u;r.el· Cooperative Bank
Federal Equity Investment
Authorization

$500 r~
5 years
($100 M in 1978)

i•laximum Debt/Equity Ratio

10:1

Au t horization for Federal
Government Purchase of Bank's
Debt

Yes

Authority to Issue Loan
Guarantees

Yes

$25 0 M
5 years
($5 0 M Annually)
10: 1

Fun d/Technical Assistance
-Oevelo cffient
'
Self-Help Development Fund
Authorizations

$250 M
($10 M in 1978)

Fu nd Administration and
Technical Assistance

ACTION

Ne\v Office in

$2 5 M

( $5 MAnnually)
Nego tiable

Administered by
Treasury

Maximum Federal Outlays
Assumes Federal purchJse of
authorized debt and no dividends

$5,800 M

$30 0 M

$20 M
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MEMORANDill1 FOR THE PRESIDEN1l
FROM:

BERT LANCE
~:\,_• ~
STU EIZENSTAT · ~

SUBJECT:

"National Consumer Cooperative Bank Act" Legislation

fj

The Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs has
favorably reported an amended "National Consumer Cooperative
Bank Act" (H.R. 2777). This was one of the five major
legislation items proposed to you by the major consumer
groups and is supported by labor. You decided not to support
this legislation until a study of the proposal was completed.
Several agencies have requested that you reconsider this
decision in light of recent congressional action.
Original Proposal. The original version of H.R. 2777 would
have established a "National Consumer Cooperative Bank" and
a "Cooperative Bank and Assistance Administration." The
Bank would make direct loans to or guarantee loans made to
consumer cooperatives (including housing and consumer goods
coops) at market rates. The Bank would receive $1 billion
of Federal equity funding over four years and could also
raise capital from members.
It could issue debt (not to
exceed 20 times its equity capital) which could be purchased
by the Secretary of the Treasury or private interests. The
Bank would be required to buy out the Federal interest
beginning in 1990 and to pay dividends on Federal stock,
if the Bank were profitable. It would be governed by a
13 member board originally controlled by Presidential
appointe es , but shifting to control by other stockholders
as the Federal equity interest declines.
The Cooperative Bank and Assistance Administration would
administer a federally financed $250 million Self-Help
Development Fund, which could make capital investment in,
or provide interest subsidies to, high risk, low income
cooperatives. The Administration would also provide to
cooperatives technical assistance (financial analyses,
market surveys, management training, etc.) financed by
Federal appropriations.

-2-

Committee Bill. The House Committee reported last week an
amended bill that would provide $500 million of Federal equity
funding for the Bank with $100 million authorized in 1978.
The bill was passed by a vote of 28-11 with four Democrats
voting with the minority.
The debt/equity ratio would be
reduced from 20/1 to 10/1, but the Bank would still be authorized
to guarantee borrowers' obligations. Funding for a $250 million
Self-Help Development Fund would be restricted to $10 million
in 1978, and administration of the Fund and related technical
assistance activities would be placed in a newly created office
in ACTION. Subcommittee Chairman St. Germain wrote to you
on April 27, 1977 expressing his disappointment with the Administration's opposition to the establishment of a Bank.
Current Administration Position. Based on your earlier decision
to study this issue, the Administration (Treasury) testified
in opposition to the establishment of a Bank and Assistance
Administration at this time. Treasury proposed legislation
that would authorize a two-year, $20 million pilot project
in an existing agency in conjunction with the study you requested.
The testimony indicated that before the Administration could
support H.R. 2777, more evidence concerning the need for and
cost effectiveness of the new agencies was needed.
In particular,
much remained "to be learned about 1) the specific unsatisfied
financial and nonfinancial needs of cooperatives which the
Government should address, 2) the type of assistance which
cooperatives most require, 3) the existing government programs
which might be expanded or better coordinated to help cooperatives
and 4) whether an existing government entity, rather than a new
one, is best suited to handle cooperative issues."
Smaller Bank Alternative. Establishment of a Bank at a
substantially lower Federal cost has also been proposed.
If
any Bank is to be created now, additional numerous. technical
changes in H.R. 2777 would be required to make the legislation
minimally acceptable to proponents of the current Administration
position.
Alternatives (see Table for comparisons)
1)

Support H.R. 2777 as reported.

2)

Support establishment of a smaller Bank.

3)

Maintain current position, support of a pilot project.

Proponents of H.R. 2777 believe coops assist in the achievement
of the goals of national economic efficiency, increased competition,
redevelopment of depressed regions of the country, and the

-.3-

reaching of desirable social (ownership dispersion) objectives.
In their view, the intent of the bill--to enable consumer groups
obtain credit and technical assistance from a dependable source
for self-help efforts--is consistent with these goals. They
maintain that consumer cooperatives (with an emphasis upon
health, legal, housing, and repair cooperatives, as well as
consumer goods) are currently unable to obtain adequate credit
from existing financial institutions regardless of whether the
coop is well established or fledgling, and they often lack the
technical assistance needed to launch successful enterprise.
Thus, they argue, federal assistance is needed.
They believe
that the concept of a consumer cooperative bank has worked
exceptionally well in the farm credit and rural electrification
systems by providing a source of credit designed to meet
specialized needs. They assert that the ultimate result of such
an activity is to redevelop urban areas by providing a "community"
identification and spirit through economic activity. By
achieving economies and providing services, benefits flow
back to the community where most needed.
Finally, they point
out that if the bank prospers, most of the federal funds will
be repaid, perhaps with dividends.
In addition to strong
consumer and labor support, the original bill was sponsored
by 35 Senators and 100 Congressmen. Further, proponents assert
that Senators Proxmire and Mcintyre are pleased with the actions
in the House and want their respective Committee and Subcommittee
to give the bill the earliest favorable consideration.
The second option is to attempt to negotiate: 1) a reduction
in the total appropriation, and 2) a stretchout of the period
of capitalization, which would reduce outlays in the period
through FY'81. The objective would be to agree upon the smallest
possible bank with adequate federal capitalization to attract
private capital: this would require an annual outlay of about
$50 million, compared to the $110 million in the present bill.
Our support for the bank would be contingent upon successfully
negotiating down its cost. But proponents of the smaller bank
believe that an annual capitalization of $50 million is necessary
if the financial markets are to have confidence in the stability
of the bank, which is necessary if the bank is to repay the
seed capital provided by the federal government.
Proponents of the smaller bank make the following policy arguments:
1) Opposition to the bank is based on the inadequacy of data
on (1) the real credit needs of cooperatives, and (2) the
degree to which those needs have not been met because of discrimination by existing financial institutions.
In fact, it is
inherently difficult to quantify the degree to which creditworthy
loan applicants are unable to obtain assistance.
Proponents of
the smaller bank believe, nonetheless, that two years of Congressional hearings have shown that there is evidence of some
discrimination, although its magnitude-cannot be quantified.
The failure of the banking lobbies to oppose this legislation
suggests that banks may not be anxious to extend credit to

-4not-for-profit associations without a proven track record.
2)
Cooperatives have been successful in rural areas - in
gaining acceptance (50 million owner-users) and stimulating
the local economy. Arguably, the outflow of urban retail
business, coupled with reduced bank lending in central cities,
suggest the need for new sources of urban credit, as well as
new sources of goods and services coops provide.
3)
St. Germain's new bill meets a number of Treasury's
technical and policy objectives, including: a reduction in
FY'78 outlays from $500 million to $110 million; a reduction
in the borrowing/capital ratio from 20/1 to 10/1; and addition
of a requirement that loans be made at competitive market rates.
Thus the legislation would not give coops financially advantageous
interest rates; it would simply assure access to the credit
markets. Further technical changes, nonetheless, should be
a condition of support for even a smaller bank.
There are also political arguments:
1) This is Congressman St. Germain's pet project, House
passage is assured, and Ralph Nader calls it one of the three
most important pieces of consumer legislation in the past
generation (perhaps a slight hyperbole).
There is reason to
believe that an unfavorable Administration position may color
Chairman St. Germain's views on the Administration's impending
financial reform package, which will include proposals to
provide nationwide NOW accounts (interest-bearing checking
accounts) and counteract the Federal Reserve's problem of
declining bank membership.
2)
If the Senate is going to act favorably, a negotiated
settlement would be preferable to a veto (Treasury, OMB and
the Domestic Council concur on this point). Treasury and OMB
regard Senate prospects as uncertain and would defer a decision
to negotiate; the Domestic Council believes Senate passage is
more likely than not, and that the Administration should sha re
some of the credit.
3 ) The Administration's two-year $20 million pilot is
not regarded as a compromise since it defers favorable
consideration of a real bank for at least two years.
4)
In a meeting Thursday with Congressman St.
you indicated support for the concept of the coop
can state that the Administration's support for a
meets that commitment, but supporters of the bill
appreciate that interpretation of your support.

Germain
bank. We
pilot project
will not

Proponents of a smaller bank believe there is one disadvantage
to negotiating now: it requires the reversal of Treasury's
public position. Treasury has been singled out for unfair

-5attack by the bank's supporters, who have never accepted the
fact that Treasury has been the Administration's position on
this issue.
Proponents of the current Administration position maintain
that there 1s insuff1cient ev1dence ava1lable on the claimed
inability of cooperatives to obtain credit from existing
financial institutions to justify the establishment of a new
Government sponsored Bank and the expenditure of substantial
Federal funds.
They want to make sure aid to cooperatives is
consistent with existing Federal programs under which cooperatives
and their small business competitors can already receive
assistance.
They note that caution is desirable since H.R. 2777
would reduce credit in other market sectors at a time when
expansion should be encouraged. They have reservations about
the capability of consumer cooperatives, ACTION, and the new
Bank to use effectively this large infusion of funds. A pilot
project and your requested study could resolve many of these
issues while providing invaluable information with which to
effectively design any needed Federal assistance to cooperatives
including perhaps a future consumer cooperative bank.
They
are also concerned about the effects of another change in an
Administration position on those Congressmen who supported the
Administration's current position.
It may be advisable to
await a clearer picture of the bill's prospects in the Senate
before we alter our position.
Agency Recommendations
Alternative 1)

Favored by:
Labor, Agriculture, HUD,
Special Assistant to the President for
Consumer Affairs, ACTION

Alternative 2)

Favored by:

Domestic Council, HEW

Alternative 3)

Favored by:
OMB

Treasury, CEA, SBA, Commerce,
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Charles Schultze 0 U

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
SUBJECT:

Esther ,'Peterson memo 5/12 re Consumer Cooperative
Legislation.
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TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY:
NOON
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~ Your comments
Other:
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__ I concur.

__ No comment.
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FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
SUBJECT:

Esther Peterson memo 5/12 re Consumer ·Cooperative
Legislation.

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED
TO THE S,AI(E-SEC.~FTARY BY:
TIMI:
NOON

DAy ._, WEDNESDAY
DATE:

j

MAY 18, 1977

ACTION REQUESTED:
~Your comments

Other:

STAFF RESPONSE:

__ I concur.
Please note other comments below:

PL EASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have any questions or if you anticipate a delay in submitting the required
material, please telephone the Staff Secretary immediately. (Telephone, 7052)
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Legislation.
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Other:
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__ No comment.

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have any questions or if you anticipate a delay in submitting the required
material, please telephone the Staff Secretary immediately. (Telephone, 7052)
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May 12, 1977
~1EMORANDUM

FROM:
SUBJECT:

FOR:

THE

PRESI,fNJ!~ .~

ESTHER
Consumer Cooperative Legislation

PET~R~
\'

As an advocate of consumer cooperatives, I welcome federal initiatives
which will promote their establishment and well-being. Living in Sweden
for four and one-half years, I have seen first hand that coops can serve as
yardsticks for a competitive system, without dominating it.
Support of the coop movement is consistent with your domestic program,
as coops can provide meaningful opportunity to help revitalize. depressed
areas of our country. t1oreover, given your sensitivity to and concern
for "people-oriented" self help programs, perceived opposition to this
program could leave you vulnerable to attack by its supporters.
Finally, I believe the amended St. Germain bill (alternative 1) is a
bona fide attempt to scale the program down to a size more palatable to
the Administration. It sliced the bank's ·capitalization in half, abandoned
_ creation of a new Cooperative Bank and Assistance Administration, and spread
financing for the Self Help Development Fund from one year to five years.
You should ccnsider the po 3sibility tr.at Wall Street may ~e hesita~t
to embrace a Bank (a) funded at the lower level proposed in alternative 2,
and (b) which administers, in addition, a subsidized loan program (as
envisioned in the Self Help Fund) and an assistance program. I am convinced
of the need for a Coop Bank and Self Help Fund now, with a funding level
sufficient to win the confidence of Wall Street. An expedited Ot1B-Treasury
review (1-3 weeks), done in conjunction with Agriculture, Labor, ACTION,
and my office, could produce a realistic funding recommendation. Otherwise, it is possible at this point, given the strong Congressional support
enjoyed by this legislation, that a program may well be enacted over
Administration objections with terms dictated to us by Congress.

1'£-:R~.A~,;:,

JOHN H. ROUSSELOT, C ALIF.
CHALMERS P . WYLIE, OH IO
GARRY BROWN, MICH .

J. STGERMAIN, R.I., CHAIRMAN
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CLIFFORD ALLEN, TENN .
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WASHINGTON, D.C.
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The President
•.rhe White House
Washington, D. C.
My Dear Mr. President:
I am gravely disappointed by the Treasury Department's
negative reaction to the establishment of a National Consumer
Co-Operative Bank and I am concerned that your most talented
and knowledgeable appoin·tees with consumer and co-operative
backgrounds have been excluded from the discussions on this
legislation.
You have appointed some excellent people in the Cabinet
and sub-Cabinet positions, and I have applauded these selections
in private conversations and public statements. But, their
value to you and the public is diminished if the high-handed
tactics of the Treasury Department isolate you, your Domestic
Council, and the Office of Management and Budget from this
expertise.
I requested testimony on this legislation and/or opinions
from seven Cabinet Departments, but the action of the Treasury
Department effectively closed off their input to the Subcommittee.
I now understand that Treasury -- through Assistant SecretaryDesignate Roger Altman -- did hold a quickly-arranged meeting on
or about April 18 with representatives of several of these
Departments.
It is my further understanding that Treasury did
receive - favorable comments on the legislation and that the
Tieasury Department indicated it supported the concept of a
co-operative bank \vi th certain modifications.
Mr. Altman subsequently changed this position and in
discussions with the Office of Management and Budget apparently
did not carry forward the positions of the other Departments.

,··-esident
.
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April 27, 1977'

These changes were made without further consultation with
... ,. other Departments and the people most intimately acquainted
.~·t h consumer and co-operative issues.
I am appalled that
.~~pa rently people such as Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland
a nd his highly c~pable Assistant Secretary, Carol Tucker
Foreman, who has given such strong support to this legislation
in previous years, were not consulted.
I am equally surprised
that the Secretary of Labor, Ray Marsh_all, who has done
extensive studies on co-operatives and the poor was not
brought in and that specific advice was not sought by Treasury
from people such as Assistant Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development Geno Baroni, who has had long experience with
co-operatives in inner-city neighborhoods.

There is no evidence that your own Consumer Advisor,
Mrs. Esther Peterson, had been consulted before the Treasury
announced its position. Mr. Altman told the Subcommittee that
he did not know Mrs. Peterson's position.
In fact, Mr.
President, she has been one of the staunchest supporters of
a National Consumer Co-Operative Bank and last year she stated:
"The successes of co-operatives in the fields of housing
and health -- areas where costs have risen so rapidly -point to the need for many more such self-help efforts.
Sound financing and technical assistance such as that
which would be provided by the National Consumer Cooperative
Bank is urgently needed ·to make such development possible."
Despite the Treasury's insistence on its position, one of
the witnesses, Assistant Secretary 6£ Housing and Urban
Development Geno Baroni did appear, but was forced to present
testimony "unofficially." But, he did give the Subcommittee
a beautiful and eloquent insight into the needs of the inner-city
neighborhoods and the value of co-operatives. You should,
indeed, commend Msgr. Baroni for his testimony helped greatly
to ameliorate the anger and disappointment felt . toward your
Administration by the large crowd of consumer and co-operative
representatives who sat in stunned silence while the Treasury's
Roger Altman expressed his doubts about the need for a
co-operative bank.
In contrast to Mr. Altman's suggestion that we study _the
problem for a few more years, Msgr. Baroni spelled out the
immediate need:
" ... I do believe again that the consumer movement and
co-operatives are a way of getting people together,
not for more government really, but for less ... and to
help people to help themselves.
. .. I believe that we
do need new vehicles to help people help themselves.

President
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People don't have many options. So I ~m saying all
the expertise we have and all the expertise we need,
cities are in desperate need and working people and
lower income people are in need at the local level
for a variety of resources • . . . I think there is a
need~
I'm not sure the people at Treasury --maybe
they know better than I do -- they know the government
better, maybe the people at HUD do too, but the need
is fantastic, whether it's Buffalo or Providence."
Mr. President, it is sad indeed that Monsignor Baroni
had to.present this as an "unofficial" statement while your
Administration's "official" position was being expressed by
a 31-year old former investment banker with no known experience
or knowledge of co-operatives.
I am extremely disappointed that my Subcommittee was left
with only the position of Mr. Altman and not the expertise of
the Petersons, the Sam Browns, the Baronis, the Bob Berglands,
the Carol Foremans,
the Ray Marshalls and others who were
brought into your Administration because they understood
people and their needs. This simply is not fair to the millions
of hard-working Americans who participate actively in consumer
and cooperative organizations across this nation and who place
such great faith in you.
Mr. President, I know that I do not have to explain
co-operatives to you. You and your family have been involved
in co-operatives in Georgia for many years and you are well
aware of the importance of Federal seed money for rural
electric and farm co-operatives.
It is essential that we carry
this concept forward to our urban areas and that we give
consumers a freedom of choice in the marketplace and an
opportunity to participate in economic decision-making.
If
we are to eliminate the need for welfare and endless grants,
we must provide people with a chance to help themselves
and this co-operative bank can do just that.
Throughout these discussions, I have indicated my willingness
to sit down and talk about the budgetary problems and related
issues once we could have an agreement on the basic ~oncept of
a bank to promote self-help co-operative enterprises. My
efforts to negotiate on these points have not been picked up
by Mr. ~ltman and his colleagues. Instead they have given us
a. take l t or leave it "pilot project" proposal \vhich .will prove
llttle and waste much.
It has no bearing on the need for a
consumer co-operative bank.

; ,....
--,""':"--·-:-,....,."-·- -·- .-#·--·....

Memo to the Speaker
Re

Minimum wage.

Biemiller called today to say that on miniumu wage the
President has proposed $2.50 and
50 per cent of indexing.
Labor has asked for $3 and 60 per cent of indexing.
Biemiller says obvious compromise is to split the
difference on $2.75 and 55 per cent of indexing.
He says this is acceptable to Labor, Dent, and Byrd.

Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservation Purposes

AGRICULTURE BILL
The budget controversy with respect to the farm bill involves
the commodity price support levels. The President's original
proposal had virtually no support on the Committee. So the President
sent up a revised recommendation of $2 billion for these programs.
As reported from the House Agriculture Committee $2.3 billion is
provided. The Senate passed bill provides $3.9 billion.
Only by fighting tooth and nail was Tom Foley able to hold down
the Committee's authorization. The English amendment which would
have boosted the wheat support price and opened the floodgates
to hikes in other commodities failed by a single vote.
The House bill is clearly the best the President can do. If the
President indicates that he would veto the Committee level, Tom
Foley is certain that the House would respond by passing a bill
closer to the Senate level.
Tom Foley deserves a lot of credit for holding the line, despite
substantial pressure from his own district. He is the President's
strongest card. In ~ his view the President should stay loose as
to the Committee bill and make a big push for the House position
in Conference.

ENERGY BILL
The bill is moving its way through the standing committees under
pressure of the July 13th reporting deadline. The Dingell Subcommittee
begins markup tornorrew. Ways and Means begins next week.
Generally the Administration has not done as good a selling job
within the House as they might have. Lud Ashley has had particular
criticism for Schultze, Lance and Blumenthal, who have been reluctant
to give estimates as to the specific consequences of inaction.
It is now clear that the President~s spec~ftc proposals will be
substantially reworked by the Comm::._ttees, The Hearings c;l~a.rl¥
demonstrated that the Administration did not have adequate background
analysis for many of its proposals. But the Committees will not rewrite
the legislation in ways that will significantly diminish the energy
savings. The dispute is as to approaches - not goals.
Here are my impressions as to where various pieces of the President's
plan stand:

Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservation Purposes
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NATURAL GAS: The President proposed maintaining controls on natural
gas while raising the price to $1.75 from its current . $1.44.
Last year the House barely defeated an attempt to decontrol gas
prices entirely. Dingell's subcommittee now appears likely to
report decontrol. The only prospect of retaining controls will be
at a substantially higher price - somewhere over $2.00.
GAS TAX: Ways and Means could report the gas tax. But they feel certain
that it would not be approved by the House. So in all likelihood
it will be killed in committee. It might be possible to pass
a scheme providing standby authority for just two or three years
in the event we fail to meet consumption targets and subject to
Congressional veto.
GAS GUZZLER TAX: There is great concern that this tax would subsidize
foreign car manufacturers. The Way s and Means Committee is likely
to approve the tax but not the rebate. If so, they might provide
that the revenues raised be put in an energy development trust fund.
Some of the trust money might be made available for mass transit.
In the ad hoc committee there will likely be a proposal to
mandate better car mileage whether as a substitute for, or in
addition to, the tax.
INSULATION: By all in d ications the insulation 1 ,. industry is in no
position to meet the demand that would be created under the President's
proposal. It also seems unfair that prosperous taxpayers would be
able to write off a portion of insulation expenses while somewhat
less prosperous Americans would only qualify for loans.
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Mr. President:
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MEMO TO:
FROM
SUBJECT:

The Speaker
Irv Sprague
Rescissions and Deferrals

Title X of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment
Control Act of 1974 (PL 93-344) creates a safety valve under
which the President can sign appropriation legislation and
then act to delay or stop spending on specific segments of
the measure.
$1.2 billion in appropriations has been rescinded under
this process since enactment of the Act.
A rescission action requires only a simple majority of
both House and Senate.
Rescission
When the President decides not to use all or part of
the money which the Congress has provided for a program, he
must send a rescission message to Congress. The House and
Senate then have 45 days in which to approve the President's
proposal through a rescission bill cancelling the budget
authority previously made available.
This bill must be
passed by the House and the Senate and signed by the President.
If this is not done within 45 days or-the date of the Presidential
message containing the proposed rescission (the days ~uring
which either House or Senate are not in session for more
than three continuous days are not included in the 45-day
count), the money must then be made available for obligation.
Deferral
When the President proposes to delay spending for some
project or program for a period of time not beyond the end
of the fiscal year, he must send a budget deferral message
to the Congress.
The President may then defer spending according to his
proposal unless and until either the House or Senate passes
an impoundment resolution disapproving the proposed deferral.
As opposed to the rescission process, this requires action
by only one House.
There presently is pending just one rescission proposal:
$126,212,000 for shipbuilding under the Defense Department.

Summary of rescission recommendations:
Agriculture - 30 requests totaling $1,536,251,501.
approved totaling $17,856.470.
Defense- 18 requests totaling $1,284,917,000.
approved totaling $794,705,000.

Two

Sixteen

Foreign Aid - 2 requests totaling $168,250,000.
totaling $41,500~000.

One approved

BUD-Independent Agencies- 11 requests totaling $1,158,020,000.
Five approved totaling $19,449,000.
Interior - 12 requests totaling $300,201,092.
totaling $235,363,000.

Seven approved

Labor-HEW - 52 requests totaling $3,176,755,378.
approved.
Public Works - 4 requests totaling $50,200,000.
totaling $40,000,000.

None
One approved

State-Justice-Commerce-Judiciary - 24 requests totaling
$237,674,704.
Fourteen approved totaling $50,749,704.
TransEortation - 5 requests totaling $133,246,000.
total1ng $15,000,000.

One approved

Treasury-Post Office-General Government - 12 requests totaling
$57,937,900.
Seven approved totaling $26,552,900.
Total rescission requests:
Approved:
Total deferral requests:
Senate disapproved:
House disapproved:

$8,103,453,575
$1,241,176,074
$19,119,879,312
$ 9,328,169,441
$
422,613,430

- 2 -
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MEMO TO:
FROM
SUBJECT:

The Speaker
Irv Sprague
Water Projects

The President proposed deletion of 18 water projects
and modification of 5 others.
The House Public Works Appropriations subcommittee has
reported a bill which does the following:
In two instances the President's request is met:
1. Grove Lake, Kansas, is eliminated.
(Keys)
2. Central Arizona Project is modified to eliminate
the Orme, Hooker or Charleston dams. (Udall, Stump, Rhodes)
In four instances the President's request is partially
met:
1. Auburn-Folsom, California, funds are subject to
completion of an earthquake hazard study. (Johnson, McFall, Krebs)
**2. Oahe, South Dakota, funded with instructions to
study alternate solutions.
(Pressler, Abnor)
**3. LaFarge Lake, Wisconsin, funded with instructions
to consider a dry dam concept rather than a lake which might
have water quality problems.
(Baldus)
4. Garrison Diversion, North Dakota, funded with
restriction on any drainage into the Souris River basin and
a prohibition against any impact on Canadian waters.
(Andrews)
The remaining 17 projects are recommended for funding
unchanged:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
**6.
**7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
*12.
*13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Applegate Lake, Oregon (Weaver)
Atchafalaya River, Louisiana (Treen, Boggs)
Bayou Bodcan, Louisiana (Boggs, Waggonner)
Cache Basin, Arkansas (Alexander, Tucker)
Hillsdale Lake, Kansas (Skubits)
Lukfata Lake, Oklahoma (Watkins) (Albert)
Meramec Park Lake, Missouri (Ichord, Burleson)
Russell Dam, Georgia (Jenkins) (all of Georgia) Butler opposed
Tallahala Creek Lake, Mississippi (Whitten, Lott)
Yatesville, Lake, Kentucky (Perkins)
Columbia Dam, Tennessee (Gore, Beard)
Fruitland Mesa, Colorado (Evans)
Savery-Pot Hook, Colorado (Johnson, Evans)
Narrows Unit, Colorado (Johnson, Evans)
Mississippi River, Louisiana (Boggs)
Tensas Basin, Arkansas (Boggs, Huckaby, Waggonner)
Bonneville Unit, Utah (McKay, Marriott)

* -

Maybe eliminated in Senate
**- Senators oppose. Likely to be eliminated in Senate
This will lead to a tough public conference.

The bill, expected to reach the House Floor June 13,
contains a total of $10,221,246,000--or $136,865,000 under
the budget request.
Included are funds for the Corps of Engineers and Bureau
of Reclamation, plus energy research and development funds
and various power administration's.
A total of 506 separate planning or construction projects
are included in the legislation, reaching into every section
of the nation.
The President's objections go to projects he described
as "unsupportable on economic, environmental or safety grounds."
The House figure is $213 million over the budget request
for fiscal 1978 for water project planning, construction,
investigations, operation and maintenance.
The President also objected to the 12 new starts.
Key to the bill may be the Clinch River breeder reactor.
Committee gave the President what he wanted--$33 million for
design and contract liquidation.
McCormack, Teague, Flowers will be offering amendments
to add $117 million for construction. Not yet passed authorizing
committees.
If the committee position holds on the breeder reactor
and if the conference holds on additional Senate water project
deletions or modifications, the bill should be signable.

- 2 -

Memorandum to the Speaker

June 1, 1977

Title X of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 (Public ·
Law 93-344) is entitled the "Impoundment Control Act of 1974.''
The Act recognizes two types of impoundments:
1.

Deferrals.

2.

Rescissions.

A deferral of budget authority includes the withholding
or delaying the obligation or expenditure of budget authority
for projects or activities.
A rescission refers to the cancellation of budget authority.
While in general a deferral applies only to fund& available
during a current fiscal year, a rescission, if supported by
Congress, results in a permanent termination of budget authority.
Under the Act the President must notify Congress whenever he impounds funds.
He makes this notification by a special message stating the reasons for his action.
If he proposes
to defer funds, such deferral continues in effect unless the
House or the Senate disapproves of the deferral. The Act provides a-privileged, expedited procedure for bringing a deferral resolution to the floor of the House or Senate if the
appropriate committee of the House or Senate has not reported
it before the end of a period af 25 days of continuous session.
Budget authority which the President proposes to rescind,
on the other hand, must be made available for obligation or
expenditure unless Congress passes and sends to the President
a rescission bill; that is, a bill which rescinds in whole
or in part budget authority which the President has impounded
under the Act.
The time period within which Congress must
act on such a rescission bill is 45 days of continuous session.
If Congress does not complete action within this period, the
money must be obligated.
''Days of continuous session" do not include periods where
either House is adjourned for more than three days.
If follows that the proposed July and August recesses would be excluded from such computation.
If Congress should adjourn sine
die before the end of the 45-day period, the time begins to
run again at the beginning of the next regular session.
If the President defers budget authority for a specific
project, the Congressional disapproval procedure applies to
the whole of that deferral.
Under the Act Congress cannot
disapprove of a part of a proposed deferral. Congress, however, can rescind all or part of the budget authority which
the President proposes to-reBcind.

June 1, 1977
MEMO TO:
FROM
SUBJECT:

The Speaker
Spencer Smith
Department of Energy, H.R. 6804 (House Report 95-346).

*The bill establishes a new cabinet position and new department -Department of Energy.
*Agencies transferred to the New Department -- FEA FPC, ERDA, functions relating · to energy are transferred from Interior, Defense, ICC
(pipeline), Commerce and HUD. Funding will be $10.6 billion.
*Bill has four units that cannot be abolished by Secretary:
(1)

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission -- sets rates for
utilities and gas pipelines,

(2)

Economic Regulatory Administration Under Secretary
sets
well-head natural gas prices -- regulates and allocates
petroleum,

(3)

Energy information administration ~- collect and analyze
data on fuel demand and supply, and

(4)

Inspector General -- enforcement and investigation.

*Position of the Administration supports the Bill as passed by the
Committee on Government Operations.
*Amendments ·to be proposed on· Floor:
MOSS--*Strike Secretary's authority to set well-head prices
on natural gas and give to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
*Limit Secretary's authority to issue general regulations without review of Energy Regulatory Commission.
*Office of Energy Research in the Department of Energy.
CONYERS--*Establishes the Department of Energy as the sole importer of foreign petroleum and petroleum products.
BROWN (Ohio)--*Place Nuclear Regulatory Commission in Department
of Energy.
DODD--*Establish an Office of Technology Transfer--information
available to public.
DINGELL--*Change administrative procedures in Title V.

June 1, 1977

MEMO TO:
FROM
SUBJECT:

The Speaker
Irv Sprague
Vetoes

It is appropriate at this time to analyze the history of vetoes
and veto overrides to determine if there is any relevant pattern in
today's context. The pattern is clear. On issues that the Congress
really cares about, vetoes are overridden.
There have been 1226 vetoes since 1933 -- 44 years. Of these,
254 were pocket vetoes, 741 were private bills, 117 were with the
President and the Congress in opposing parties, most of the others
carried no national significance.
We therefore examine the remaining 29 public bills with the
President and the Congress in · the same party, and with an override
attempt.
Thirteen of the 29 were overridden, with topheavy votes, all on
issues of national significance, all on matters where there was a
broadly based strong feeling in the Congress about the issue.
I believe the Labor-HEW Appropriations and the Public Works
Appropriations both clearly fall in this category.
It is too early
to tell about the Farm Bill.
If the Congress were to override any of these the damage to
Carter would be considerable. This argues strongly for an accommodation. Even an override attempt that failed would be damaging
as we go forward with energy, tax reform, health insurance, reorganization and other critical legislation.
It is significant that for a quarter century Democratic Presidents and Democratic Congresses have been able to avoid most vetoes
and all veto override attempts by working together on issues of
national concern.
Kennedy and Johnson had few vetoes and no veto
override attempts. Strong differences of opinion were worked out.
We remember too well the Ford-Nixon years when the Congress had
to resort. to 49 override fights and 17 overrides of public bills.
One, the Labor-HEW Appropriation was overridden three times. Votes:
House
289-114
310-113
312-93
The people voted to stop this stalemate.

Senate
77-16
70-24
67-15

- 2 -

If for political reasons the Republicans should decid e to help
sustain a veto, the damage to relations between the President and the
Democratic Congress would be compounded. Remember, we have 7 ~ years
to go.
Here is the record of Democratic Presidents with a Democratic
Congress:
CARTER, 4 months, None
JOHNSON, 5 years, 30 vetoes, including 16 public bills.
of national significance. NO override attempts.

No measures

KENNEDY, 3 years, 21 vetoes, including 9 public bills, no measures
of national significance. NO override attempts.
TRUMAN, 6 years, 175 vetoes, including 64 public bills.
override attempts, five successful;

SENATE

HOUSE
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

VA outpatient treatment.
Internal Security Act.
VA autos for disabled.
VA Pensions.
Immigration Law.

Fourteen

58-3

321-12
286-48
223-53
318-45
278-112

57-10
55-10
69-9
57-26

The nine unsuccessful attempts: agriculture deferment, tidelands
oil, income tax reduction, war contracts, post office field service,
nationality act, land acquisition, labor fact finding boards, amend
emergency price control act.
ROOSEVELT, 12 years, 635 vetoes, including 178 Public bills.
override attempts, eight successful:
HOUSE
1.

SENATE

Appropriations for veterans and Federal
employees compensation.
310-72

63-27

Payment of World War adjusted service
certificates.

326-61

76-19

3.

Provide insurance for ex-servicemen.

372-13

69-12

4.

Extend for one year 3~% interest rates
on Federal land-bank loans.
260-98

71-19

2.

Fifteen

- 3 HOUSE

SENATE

5.

Federal land-bank loan interst rates.

244-88

57-18

6.

Relief of Spanish-American War
veterans.

275-83

76-3

7.

Alteration of certain bridges.

324-68

65-17

8.

Prevention of strikes in defense
industries.

244-108

56-25

The seven unsuccessful attempts: war compensation, pocket vetoes,
disputes settlement, Civil War widows pensions, Federal Aid Road
Act, Commodity Credit Corporation (twice).

NOTE:

Public Works Bill House Floor June 13. Appropriations Committee
expects to have conference report filed before 4th of July recess.
House subcommittee reduced funding and cut back on some projects
but kept in all controversial items. Senate may eliminate some.
Labor-HEW Bill House Floor June 15. Conference report may also
be filed before 4th of July recess. House subcommittee provided
$1.4 billion more than budget request.
Senate outlook unclear.
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DIFFERENCE OF HOUSE LABOR--HEW BILL AS REPORTED
OVER OR UNDER THE PRESIDENT'S REQUEST
Budget Authority
Dollars in Billions
President~s

Request

. 6:0 • 4

Department of Labor

..... 0.7

Health

+ 0.5

Education

+ 1.1

Public Assistance and related

- 0.4

Human Development

+ 0.2

Other

+ 0.2

Subtotal: Changes from
President's request

(+ 0.9)

House Labor-HEW Bill as Reported

61.3

Explanation of Changes
Department of Labor - Reduction reflects' the fact that funding
requirements for Public Employment were
included in the recently enacted Economic stimulus appropriations act.
Health - Largest increases include $166 million for NIH (including restoration of certain programs to the FY
1977 level and an increase for new and competing research grants) and $209 million for the Health Resources Administration. Remainder is a number of
increases for smaller programs.
Education - Restoration of impact aid and National Direct
Loan program to current law levels plus increases
of $0.3 principally for Title I and handicapped. ~
(t:JU\t.oj\ o..r-t

Public Assistance -

Human Development

.~

t-

'$,J..._<$"'f.k.t

f ~ &&h~:~C)ot\y

d\

dt~Q~ k:V1 l O-(f f_j

Primarily reflects a reduction f d r Medicaid, which is based on the latest HEW
report on projected expenditures.
Increase of $0.1 billion for Heads tart and
$0.1 billion for Aging programs.

Other - Increase of $125 million for the Community Services Administration, primarily to restore funding to current
levels.
Increase of $25 million for the corporation for
Public Broadcasting.

I

THE PRESIDENT'S SCHEDULE
Sunda y - June 5, 1977

9:50

Depart South Grounds via Motorcade
en . route the First Baptist.Church.
.,

10:00

Sunday School.

11:00

Morning Worship Service.
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Happe'llea ~to ~- Reporter

Whatever
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; Inquiry to the White House:
But they are always out dooe by those who
· Whatever happened to John Pennington? Ask .. who wu with. Cuter i.D. UH. Some even know bow
P:Cesident Carter. He may recall the
.,
~lie Kirbo saved the day for Carter iD court
name.
·
. provinc that Carter had been cheated out of winniDga
: I tried all day yesterday to ~:..~
state senatorial seat.
~- ....
~

t(ack down Pennington but no luck..
hunted to tell him he apparently
had been turned down for another

•

~ ,.,

federal job.
~

·,

\

But no one ever seems to mentioo John Penning·

too. Before Jordan and Powell, before Kirbo - tbert

'

1

; z,~\j
: I also ~nted to P.lay a little
one-upsmansh1p on my colleagues.
----::.,/
.
.S:O~ of lbem have written long prohies of the ''new" Carter crowd.
Others have written about the "old"
Carter crowd. They talk about the people who were
with Carter before the. Pennsylvania primary. The ooes
\lfbO think tbey are really in. the know like to reel off
Ute: list of top campafgD wor.ke.rs in Carter's 1970
gu~torial ?'n~~..;!"';._ ...~- .;...

wa.s Pennington. Pennington. the former Atlanta Journal city editor and super-grade investigative reporter,
may hold the biggest political IOU of the lot.
Without Pennington Jimmy Carter might still be in
Plains, a bitter man feeling that alter all these yean
be bad been cheated oot of entering politics because no
one would pay any attention to his complaint.
In 1962 Jimmy Carter made his first bid for election to a state post. He wanted to be a state senator,
and be ran against one Homer Moore. When the ballots
were counted, Moore was declared the winner and
Carter cried "foul."
Carter took his challenge to the State Democratic
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a!Ped }C?._hn_PenniJ!gton?
Ezecutive Committee who listened politely then certified his oppooent as winner. Carter weni to the Columbus papers which took the position that Carter was a
poor !Ole!". He tben came to an Atlanta paper (which
shall remain nameless bere) which said, in so many
words, so wbat?
And he went to John Pennington, a native of
Andersonville which is near Carter's hometown of
Plains, and asked for help. Penningtoa at the t.ime was
one of the best known newsmen in Georgia and he had
his pick of assignments. Carter's little problem did not
sound like much of a scandal on the face of it.
But PeDDington believed in Carter. He dug into
Carter's allegation and found the most flagrant case of
ballot box stuffing since dead people were voted In Telfair County a decade or so earlier.
PeMington's stories in the Journal focused state-wide attention on the obscure senatorial election and
sent Democratic bigwigs scurrying for cover. In one instance, a ballot box in Quitman. Couuty contained 100

more ballots than had been cast on election day
Pennington dogged the story for days. Eventua l:
Carter got his recount, took his senate seat and was of
and running iDa brand new political career.
..Pennington a few years later drifted out of 1!newspaper business and away from Atlanta. He liv•
on Cumberland Island for a while and may still c:.
that home.
Now at age 52, Pennington apparently is read\·
come in from tbe cold. And he looked to the CJ.r
administration for a little help. First he report"'·.:.
looked around the Department of Interior for a ,~
but nothing came of that. Then he interviewed ;;,.; .tiona! public affairs director of the Environ ft''·~~
Protection Ageocy, but was told he didn't qualify
wanted a woman in the job. Then there was an il
post open but he apparently missed out on that too
Nobody seemed to know tbe name John Penn 1r.~
nor recalled how he had helped Jimmy Carter ,\
back when.
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Cargo Preference Legislation (H.R. 1037)
Congressman Murphy (D.-N.Y.) has introduced a bill which
would require that 20 percent of the oil imported by the U.S.
be transported on U.S. flag ships.

By 1980, the preference

percentage would increase to 30 percent. ___ _

Cargo preference legislation passed Congress in the last
session but was vetoed by the Ford Administration.

It apparently

has strong support in the committees having jurisdiction over
maritime matters.
World-wide, there is a large surplus of tankers; the
cargo preference legislation would create an artificial demand
for construction of additional tankers in the U.S.
New ships built as a result of cargo preference legislation would balloon spending under the various subsidies that
the maritime interests now enjoy--construction differential
subsidies, operating subsidies, loan guarantees, and special
tax shelter benefits.

A

1'152

~

study by the Treasury Department

reported that the cost to the Government in lost tax revenues
from the special tax provisions was eiQht times the cost

o~ thP

operating subsidies paid.
Comments on the four main arguments used in support of
the -re-gis1atio-ii are as follows:
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o

U.S. tankers are safer.

Comment.

Even if

U.S. ships are safer than foreign ships, 70 percent
of U.S. oil imports would still be transported on
foreign ships.
o

U.S. tankers could be made available for military
support.

Comment.

The tankers likely to be built

for the cargo preference trade will be too large and
cumbersome for effective military support in time of
war.
o

U.S. tankers can be depended upon for civilian supply
durin~

crisis or war. , Comment.

It is not apparent

that the U.S. needs control over tankers when it does
not have control over foreign oil supplies.

However, if

U.S. flag ships are essential for this purpose,
U.S. owned, foreign flag tankers could be repatriated.
o

A U.S. tanker construction program would create jobs.
Comment.

If warranted, jobs for U.S. seamen could

be created by repatriating U.S. owned, foreign flag
tankers.

However, jobs created in the shipbuilding

industry by H.R. 1037 would be a one-time surge
leaving a problem for the future.
As drafted, H.R. 1037 would require construction of at least
100 tankers within the next few years despite a world-wide
surplus.

-

This could divert present shipyard capacity from

the Navy's shipbuilding program to tanker construction. In
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addition, H.R. 1037 would require a substantial increase in
the Commerce Department's budget as present law authorizes the
Government to subsidize up to 50 percent of the cost of each
ship constructed.

Federal ship mortgage guarantees would also

increase significantly.
U.S. firms own or control over 200 foreign-built tankers,
less than 15 years old.

When added to our present fleet these

ships could transport over 50 percent of U.S. oil imports.
Moreover, most of these foreign-built ships are of a type
which could be used for military support in wartime.
To repatriate these

tJ2~1 t~37
~

vesse~s

U.S. restrictions in H.R.

and existing merchant marine statutes impeding repatriation

~~ and restricting certain cargoes to U.S. built ships would have
to be removed--at least until a sufficient number of ships
have been repatriated.
As an alternative to cargo preference legislation repatriation
)

would:
o

Avoid the economic, budgetary and warship construction
impact problems inherent in H.R. 1037.

o

Create jobs for U.S. seamen and increase U.S. control
of oil imports transportation faster than any other
method.

o

Assure a gradual increase in long term demand for the
U.S. shipbuilding industry.

Repatriated ships would

be replaced by U.S. built ships.
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Patents
By statute the Government generally has title rights to
patents developed at Government expense.

Agency heads,

however, have th e authority to waive these rights.
President Kennedy issued a presidential patent policy;
President Nixon subsequently revised it.

There is sufficient

latitude in these policy statements to enable agency heads to
justify waiver of patent rights as being in the national
interest.
With large sums of Government money being invested in
the field of defense and energy and space, the present patent
policy results in large companies> who get the lion's share of
the Government contracts . to develop monopoly positions at
/

Government expense.
All members of the public

shou~d

patents developed at public expense.

have equal rights to
Waivers of Government

rights to patents developed at Government expense should be
limited to those rare cases where there is no other way of
obtaining essential work or in cases where tae GoveTnment
enters into a cost sharing .. ar~an.gement --with a contractor wh-e
'

put~

,.

up more than 50 percent . of the development costs.
J
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Waiver of dual com¥ensation for retired military
o fleers
Under so-called dual compensation statutes, retired
regular officers forfeit a large part of their retirement pay
if they subsequently accept employment from the Government.
Several agencies, including NASA and ERDA, have waived the
dual compensation provisions and hired retired flag rank
officers to super-grade positions in the Civil Service.

These

favored few receive a higher total salary from the U.S. Government than Members of Congress and cabinet-level officials.
As part of its battle against double-dipping, the Administration should issue instructions precluding waiver of dual
compensation limitations.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

JODY POWELL

SUBJECT:

PRESIDENTIAL ENERGY INFORMATION "HOTLINE"

Premise:
1. Due to the complicated and voluminous nature of the
National Energy Act, there exists a good deal of misinformation
and misunderstanding of the Act's intent and content.
2.
The average American citizen has, to this point, derived
the bulk of his/her information concerning the Act from media
coverage. He/she is therefore most likely to make up his/her
reaction to those parts of the Act which have received the
most coverage, e.g., gas guzzler tax, standby gas tax.
3. Initial reaction to the concept of a National Energy Plan
has been overwhelmingly favor~ble.
4. It is to the advantage of the President to have an
informational resource readily available to the public to
answer inquiries regarding the impact of the Act on their
lives.
5.

That capacity does not currently exist.

Based on this reasoning, we propose the following:
1. That a national toll-free energy hotline be established
to provide this service to the public. In order that the
service be a truly effective device for public outreach, and
for it to receive prominent media coverage to stimulate public
usage, it would be a project mandated by the President and
operated out of the EOB.
2. That an interagency group composed of personnel drawn
from FEA, ERDA, FHA, SBA, Treasury, Interior, State, HUD, HEW,
EPA, and DOT be formed to handle what would basically be a
"boiler room" operation. We anticipate an initial need for
10 operators per shift, utilizing 2 shifts per day beginning
at 7:00a.m., and continuing to 10:00 p.m.

- 2 3. A fact sheet is being prepared with answers to frequently
asked questions.
A follow-up mechanism would be designed so that questions not
readily answerable by any given operator would be referred to
a member of the Energy Policy Planning group, or other designated individual, for response. Turnaround time for this
exercise should be no more than 24 hours. It must be
recognized that a certain risk is involved from a political
standpoint if the President takes the lead on this. It is
possible that Congress will perceive this project as an
attempt to "sell" the National Energy Act to the American
people. As such, care will be taken both in the operation
of the project boiler room and in the public presentation of
the project to avoid any appearance that this is a lobbying
effort.
It must be clearly a public information outreach
program d~signed to educate the public about energy goals,
problems and conservation. The Justice Department and White
House Counsel should be able to work up an applicable definition of "lobbying" which can be given to the phone operators
for guidance.
Funding
It is recommended that the appropriations for this project
come from the Office of the President, since it would be a
"Presidential Energy Hotline" crossing agency lines. This
would also avoid the possible congressional criticism were
ERDA funds to be assigned.
The cost of a 60-day initial period of operation beginning
June 2 would be $37,505.00.

----- - --- - -

----

--------

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 31, 1977

I
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The Vice President
Midge Costanza
Stu Eiz ens tat
Hamilton ,lor d an
Bob Lipshutz
Frank Moore
Jack Watson

Re: Presidential Energy Information
"Hotline 11

A shorter version of the attached
memorandum concerning the "Hotline"
has already gone to the President at
Jody's request.
If you have any comments,
please get them to me.

Rick Hutcheson

Rick
I think it should be made clear at some point to the Pres
that Hamilton's office was involved in the planning of the Hot Line,
as a very visible, but not expensive, attempt to involve grass~oots
interest, and helpt to build an "energy constituency." Needless to
say, we are in favor of the Hot Line concept. Aside from the obvious
positives, it also is a mechanism of integration of the other depts.
in the energy program.
Mark

.

_
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THE WHITE HOUSE .
WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR DISCUSSION AND COMMENT
TO:

MIDGE COSTANZA
BARRY JAGODA
JODY POWELL
ROBERT LIPSHUTZ
FRANK MOORE
JACK li/ATSON
HAMILTON J ORDON

FROM:

JAMES R. SCHLESINGER

SUBJECT:

Presidential Energy Information "Hotline"

Premise:
1. Due to the complicated and voluminous nature of the
National Energy Act, there exists a good deal of misinformation and misunderstanding of the Act's intent and
content.
2.
The average American citizen has, to this point,
derived the bulk of his/her· information concerning the
Act from media coverage. He/She is therefore most likely
to make up his/her reaction ~o those parts of the Act
which have received the most cuverage, e.g., gas guzzler tax, standby gas tax.
3.
initial reaction t ·o the concept of a National Energy
has been Dverwhelmingly ;favorable.
4.
It is to the advantage of the President to have an
informational resource readily available to the public to
answer inquiries regarding the im~act of the Act on their
lives.
5.

That capacity does not cprrently exist.

Based on this reasoning, I would propose the following:
1.
That a national toll-free energy hotline be established
to provide this service to the public.
In order that the
service be a truly effective device for public outreach,
and for it to receive prominent media coverage to stimulate
public usage, it would be a project mandated by the President
~hd op~~ated out of the tOB.

I

I
- 2 2.
That an interagency group composed of personnel drawn
from FEA, ERDA, FHA, SBA, Treasury, Interior, State, HUD,
HEW, EPA, and DOT be formed to handle what would basically
be a "boiler room" operation.
We anticipate an initial need
for 10 operators per shift, utilizing _2 shifts per day beginning at 7:00a.m., and continuing to 10:00 p.m.
Personnel
requirements will be adjusted according to the workload
experienced.
3.
In order to assure that the individuals detailed to this
group would be of a high calibre, it is recommended that
Jack Watson communicate the request to the various cabinet
and agency heads.
The p e rsonnel detailed would go through
a one week training schedule, prepared by the Energy Policy
Planning group, to become fam ilia r with all aspects of the
energy plan.
4.
A fact sheet is being prepared with answers to frequently
asked questions.
A follow-up mechanism would be designed so that questions
not readily answerable by any given operator would b e referred
to a member of the Policy Planning group, or other designated
individual, for response.
Turnaround time for this exercise
should be no more than 24 hours.
5.
It is recommended that an appropriate form be designed
for use by the operators to codify the demographic information
and response on a given iss~e from each caller.
That assembled
information should be passed on to members of the White House
staff for analysis.
Discussion
It is.essential to the concept of this project that it have
the imprimatur of the President.
If it is perceived as simply
an FEA effort . -for example, the resp_onse and level of expo~mre
will be minimal.
At the same time, it must be recognized that
a certain risk is involved from political standpoint if the
President takes the lead on this.
It is possible that Congress
will perceive this project as an attempt to "sell'' the.National
Energy Act to the American people.
As such, care must be
taken both in the operation of the project boiler room and
in the public presentation of the project to avoid any
appearance that this is a lobbying effort.
It must be clearly
a public information outreach program designed to educate the
public about energy goals,problems and conservation.
The
Justice Department and White House Counsel should be able

-

3 -

to work up a n applic a bl e de f inition of "lobbying" which can
be given to the phone op era to rs for guidanc e .
Obviously, the fe e dback gathered from this o pera ti o n will
be of interest to the White House from a political perspective,
but it is essential that the operation in no way be construed
as a lobbying function.
On this point, the selection of highly qualified personnel
to operate the boiler room will be crucial to its success.
Th e individuals should be s e lected on the basis of "telephone
personality", capability and diplomacy, as well as their
background in terms of analytical ability and interviewing
and public spea kin g experie nce.
Candidates will be thoroughly
screened be for e being selected and put through a rather
intensive training process.
Budget
The initial funding for the project will be for a 60-day
period, with planned evaluation regarding continuation after
40 days of operation.
While there are several options available
as to the particular type of phone system to be used, and
various price tags associated with each one, see attachment
A, we feel strongly that a nationwide 800 number would be the
most desirable system.
Based on an initial 60-day period of operation, the costs
would break down as follows:
10 nationwide 800 lines @ 1700 per line per month
One time line installation charge
Instrument rental 82.50 per mont~
Headset rental 40.00 per month
4 local line rental 80 per month
Construction charge for operator booths
-Total

$34,000.00
600.00
165.00
80.00
160.00
2,500.00
$37,505.00

These figures will be refined further.
No additional cost for
personnel is anticipated, since they would be detailed. from
the various departme nts involved.
Funding
It is recommended that the appropriations for this project
come from the Office of the President, since it would be a
"Presidential Energy Hotline'' crossing agency lines.
This
would also avoid the possible congressional criticism were
ERDA funds to be assigned.

i

I

/
- 4 Public Announcement
Past experience has indicated that an announcement by the
President of such a project would result in an in~ediate
glut of calls which would choke the system.
The fallout
resulting from th6usands of people unable to reach an
operator would have an adverse publicity effect on the program.
Several alternatives have been suggested:
A.

Allow groups such as the Governors' Conference and
Mayors Conference to disseminate the information
number on a local and statewide basis.

B.

Allow desi gn ated memb ers o f Cong r ess t o pub li ci ze
the number in their home districts through press
releases and newsletters.
This approach might
have the effect of shortstopping criticism.

C.

A low key release of the number through the White
House Press Office.

This matter will require further discussion.
Time Frame
Assuming that a go-ahead on the project is given by May 20,
personnel selection would begin on May 23, and be completed
by May 26.
The training period would be from May 26 to
June 2.
The telephone. company requires one week lead time to install
equipment and could have the system on line by ;.Ic..y 28.
Allowing several days for testing and dry runs the entire
system could be operational by Jun~ 2, with a tentative
termination date of July 31.

tt
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3
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HEASURED TH·IE (Includes 10 hours of usage) ( 1)
Area 1
2
3
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SBS
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SFS
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Area 1
Connecticut
Delaware
New York (S.E.and W.)
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Area 5
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;\rlzona

Area 4
Alabama
Arkansas
Florida
Iowa
Kansas
Louisiana
Minnesota
Nississippi
tli ssouri
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Co 1ora do
'\)
Idaho
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Nexico
North Dakota
Oregon
South Dakota ·
Texas
Utah
Washington
Wyoming

Area 3
Georg fa
I 11 i no is
Indiana
Kentucky
~la i ne
Massilchusetts
Hichigan
New Hampshire
New York (N.E.)
Ohio (N.)
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee
Vermont
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(1) If the number of calls in any month exceeds the number of minutes in
your package (14,400 for Full Business Day; 600 for ~easured Time) then
the total time will be increased to average one minute per call.
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The Honorable
Jimmy Carter
President
The White House
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As requested, here is a brief review of the situation facing
us today at the Veterans Administration together with actions taken and
plans initiated to deal with problems encountered.
1.

KEY PERSONNEL

Most of my top appointments have been made.
staff are key:

The following

* Mr. Rufus Wilson, a career employee with broad leadership
background and a 24-year history with the VA, is my Deputy.
* r1iss Dorothy Starbuck is Chief Benefits Director in
charge of 58 Regional Offices and a budget of $12
billion. She is a a veteran of World War II with 31
years' service with the VA, and is now the highest
ranking woman in the agency.
* Mr. John Leffler, formerly a specialist in planning
and program management with the Office of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, is Associate Deputy Administrator.
* Mr. Maurice Cralle, a former Controller in the
U. s. Army, will be Assistant Deputy Administrator,
pending clearance by the Civil Service Commission.
* Hr. Minton Francis, a West Point graduate, and
former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for EEO,
has been appointed Special Assistant on Minority
Affairs. In the near future, I \vill establish an
office of Human Goals elevating EEO and affirmative
action programs to a top staff level, headed by
Mr. Francis.
* Mr. Guy McMichael, a highly competent 36-year old
attorney, and former General Counsel to the Senate
Veterans' Affairs Committee, is my General Counsel and
chief legislative liaison man. Lmproved congressional
relations is a top priority.

--

2.

-----------------~~~~-

CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS.

(a) Problems with Congress arise from disputes over hospital
locations and the general feeling by some Democrats that there
A · ~q~
should be more "spoils" now that the Administration has changed. t,o" {t.l,.-.
Many in Congress are also reacting to educational institution
~r•~
pressure which are resisting the VA crackdown on educational overpayments, which are now at $463 million.
(b) The discharge upgrading policy (particularly of those
in deserter status) has produced considerable discontent among
veterans' organizations and within Congress. Concern principally
revolves around making such veterans fully eligible for VA benefits
(an individual veteran's GI Bill entitlements alone can total over
$13,000). Consequently, there is substantial, if not majority,
sentiment in the authorizing Committees for the enactment of legislation which would either (i) deny VA benefits to some or all upgraded
veterans, or (ii) require an independent decision by the VA in each
case that the veteran is "worthy" of such benefits. Chief activists
are Senator Thurmond and Congressmen Hammerschmidt, Montgomery, and
Teague. The first year additional cost of the discharge upgrading is
estimated at almost $100 million but can be absorbed by the agency
due to a greater than expected downturn in GI Bill enrollments. The
VA has not yet felt any impact from this Administration's discharge
upgrading program. To date, 257 applications have been received
from those involved in President Ford's discharge upgrading program.
3 • MEDICAL CARE.

(a) CUrrent Situation. The three-for-four staffing replacement formula has resulted in a reduction of over 1,500 hospital and
clinic employees. The attrition rate continues. So far, we have
managed to continue to provide the same service but with increasing
strain and with a growing anxiety on the part of our managers and
j~
staff. There has been no comparable reduction in demand for services. . ~
(Since 1969 inpatient and outpatient workloads have increased 66%
o~
and 155%, respectively, while staff has increased 38%.) Upon advice ~
of the Chief Medical Director, I exercised my authority to lift the ~,~f~
freeze in our hospital at St. Albans, New York, where we were facing
a critical period in opening a number of intermediate and nursing
home care beds in renovated space. Similar problems are associated
with· the activation of the new hospital at Lorna Linda, California,
as well as at a number of other hospitals where new facilities are
nearing completion.
~~jor

construction and modernization of our hospitals is
proceeding with no unexpected problems. A new replacement hospital
in Los Angeles is now in use and 1ve will activate replacement
hospitals this year at Bronx, New York; Lorna Linda, California; and
Columbia, South Carolina, on schedule. In addition, a replacement
hospital in Augusta, Georgia, is getting under construction and is
on schedule.
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In 1976, President Ford approved the replacement of seven VA
hospitals: Richmond, Virginia; Martinsburg, West Virginia; Bay Pines
Florida; Portland/Vancouver; Seattle, Washington; Little Rock, Arkan~as;
Baltimore, Maryland; and the construction of a new hospital at Camden, New
Jersey. Even though these new hospitals will modernize and improve delivery
of care, the total acute care beds in these eight hospitals will be
reduced by 279, from existing levels. (Since Fiscal Year 1968 VA hospital
beds operating have decreased from 112,394 to 93,020 this year; further
reductions to 88,300 will be achieved by 1983.)
Increased efficiency of our hospitals is holding down episode
costs, so that patients may be treated at a lower average rate. The
inflationary impact continues, but, when adjusted to constant 1967 dollars,
like services (both for inpatient and outpatient care) are being provided
at reduced expenditures.
(b) Long Range Trends. Significant steps are being taken by the
Veterans Administration both to provide more cost effective treatment and
to refocus scarce resources on the medical needs of the service-connected
veteran. Further expansion of "total care" to disabled veterans, such as
provided by HMO's, including the provision of preventive health care
authority, would aid in this process. vhile neither first rate nor cost
effective medical care can be provided service-connected veterans without
a sufficient base of non-service connected veterans as well (who typically
have median incomes of $6,000 and are without major health insurance
coverage), increasing demands for services by the latter group has
required (and Public Law 94-581 has directed) more stringent priorities
which make it clear that available resources should be directed first to
the medical needs of the service-connected veteran. Agitation in Congress
and by veterans' groups can be expected as this priority to the needs
of a service-connected veteran impacts on the non-service-connected
veterans.
Although inpatient length of stay is declining--a 30.1% decline
since 1973--the heavy influx of older and poorer veterans with increasing
acute and chronic care needs will challenge our efforts in this area. The
VA continues, however, its development of cost containment measures
including better patient classification and scheduling, increased pace of
care, extended workweek and increased use of outpatient therapy and
alternatives to hospital care. A comparison of the 1974 average daily VA
patient beneficiary load with that of today, for example, reveals that the
percentage of VA patients in hospitals declined from 49.4% to 43.4% while
outpatient care increased from 30.6% to 37.3%. 50% of VA's bed days in
Medicine and Surgery, however, are utilized by 11% of the VA beneficiary
care load indicating the large number of patients with serious chronic
disease.

3.
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Centralized approval of major equipment acquisition, together
with utilization standards review, and procurement regulations which seek
the most economical source available, are also aiding in our efforts in
cost containment. Further emphasis on regional allocation of specialized
resources should reduce cost as well as provide needed services to medically
underserved areas of the country. Finally, we continue to plan for and
achieve zero growth in energy (a significant factor in operating 171
hospitals) as well as seek utilization of alternative health care personnel
as ways of containing growth in the VA health care budget during a period
of increasing demand for services.

4.

G.I. BILL.

G.I. Bill enrollment continues to decline at a rate greater than
previously expected: Almost 580 million was dropped from this year's
budget. Projections for FY 1978 and outward have been accordingly reduced.
Training totals for the first half of FY 77 average just about 1/3 lower
than the same months for FY '76. Recent statutory and administrative
practices are slowing the establishment of new overpayments.

5.

~

VET UNEMPLOYMENT.

Higher unemployment rates among veterans and failure during the
last five years to implement fully Administration promises and provisions
of law to deal with the problem of unemployment present a potential
liability for this Administration.
Although principal job assistance
resonsibility is vested with the Labor Department, VA is attempting to help
by:

* Furnishing information and data that will assist in
identifying and tracking disabled and unemployed
veterans;

* Mailing notices of job opportunities and rights to
disabled veterans with their compensation checks;
* Training of those hired under the Labor Department's
Disabled Veteran Outreach Program (DVOP);
* Utilizing DVOP's and others at Veterans Assistance
Centers in VA's Regional Offices to help provide onestop service for the veteran; and
* Identifying employers having jobs or training opportunities for veterans.
6.

PENSIONS.

The VA operates an extensive income maintenance program for needy
wartime service veterans who are totally disabled from non-service-connected
causes. The required disability finding is presumed for veterans who are 65 or
older, and need is the only test. Lesser assistance is authorized for survivors
of such veterans. Pension rates vary from $60 a year to $2,220 for a single

4.
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veteran ($2,508 for a veteran with three dependents)
plus additional allowances for those who are housebound or are in need of
aid and attendance. This year the Veterans Administration will pay $3.1
billion to 2.3 million veterans and survivors.
In the past there has been a recognition, both by the Administration and by many in Congress (particularly the Senate), that the
current system contains a number of inequities, anomalies, and inconsistencies which prevent it from operating in the manner intended by law.
Exclusions of certain types of income from "countable income" in determining a veteran's right to pension produces uneven results, with many
veterans drawing pensions who are not really in need, or are drawing more
pension than those with greater real need. At the same time basic assistance
provided for many veterans, particulary those at the lowest end of the
income scale, is considerably below poverty level. Consequently, there is
a need to restructure the pension system to ensure that it is a true need
based system with available resources directed to those with the greatest
need. This problem is compounded by pressure from certain veterans'
groups to provide service pension with no relationship to need, and by the
increasing average age of the ~'lorld l'lar II veteran, which is currently
56.6 years of age. The number of veterans 65 years or older will triple
by 1990 to almost 8 million.
In light of the above, the Veterans Administration is, pursuant
to direction of Public Law 94-432, thoroughly studying the pension program
and is gathering information to assure a more equitable system which (a)
affords a level of income for eligible veterans at or above the national
minimum standard of need; (b) treats similar circumstanced pensioners
alike; and (c) provides the greatest amount of assistance to those with
the greatest amount of need.

7.

ADMINISTRATION GOALS.

With respect to the President's goals, the VA is actively participating in the Administration's reorganization and management improvement efforts
both through internal analysis and through cooperation with other agencies.
Specifically, it is planned to activate an Office of Inspector General in the VA
in order to provide more effective monitoring of VA programs. Other internal
initiatives include the addition of specialized expertise within the agency to
facilitate decision-making and coordination agency-wide.
Major emphasis is being placed on long-range planning.

* We have instituted procedures to limit perks. F~rst class
air travel has been severely curtailed, with approval required
from the Administrator or Deputy Administrator. In addition,
the position of chauffeur to the Administrator has been
eliminated and is being replaced by on-call drivers who drive
not only the Administrator but anyone else in the agency who
needs transportation when the car assigned to the Administrator
is not being used by him.
5.

* Currently we are working with OMB to accomplish a reduction
in Inter-agency Advisory Committees as well as assessing the
applicability and value of internal VA committees.

* As a result of the President's March 14 Cabinent meeting
where agencies were instructed to begin monitoring the
number of consulting firms hired under contracts to do
work for their agencies, we have looked into our situation
and have adopted an appropriate monitoring process for
approval of personal service contracts.
* The VA's program in energy conservation is recognized as
outstanding throughout the Nation's community. The Federal
Energy Administration has asked us to prepare the guidelines
for all Federal hospitals to comply with the President's
Executive Order "Relating to Energy Management in the
Federal Government." Coordination will be effected with
other Federal agencies who operate hospital facilities in
developing appropriated guidelines.
*

We are working to combine zero-base budgeting, our five-year
plan, management by objectives, review and analysis, and
position allocation management, into a single, unified,
system of financial management '¥hich ultimately results in
an approved VA portion of the Federal Budget.

Administrator
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